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NATO Protests - Prague 17-22 November 2002
“War makers are going back to Prague ... What about us ?”

November 19, Tuesday

November 21, Thursday

November 22, Friday

prague.indymedia.orgwww.csaf.cz (english)
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so-called VIPs come to Prague November 21-22 
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We say NO to NATO. NO to their wars, NO to their profits. Abolish the _  * sNATO alliance and all forms of militarism ! We Stand against capitalist power structu
res, statism, and militarisation. We reject all forms of hierarchy, exploitation, and 
oppression including sexism, racism, and homophobia. Our ideology is based on liber
tarian principles of a free and classless society - putting needs before profit. While we 
will resist this NATO summit in Prague, our resistance extends not only to NATO, but 
to all kinds of military organizations whose aims are establishing and maintaining 
oppression.

After the end of the Cold War and even more so after September 11, the protection 
of capitalist interests by armed forces and ever more sophisticated weaponry is being 
legitimised. In the name of civilisation external aggression is being justified. But state 
armies and military pacts are also being used as instruments of repression against peo
ple in their own countries. Further, internal criticism is being criminalised putting into 
force new laws against terrorism that cut even further ijito hard-won democratic 
rights.

| against capitalism and NATO
V

Dinner for summit participants - Food Not Bombs action, protests at the 
ce of the victims of capitalism
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ABOLISHING THE BORDERS FROM BELOW

No Pasaran !
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An anarchist courier: a bi-monthly bulletin with 
information on different political and cultural 
anarchist/autonomous activities in Eastern 
Europe.
Editorial collective: an international anarchist 
colective based around east-european activists 
living in Berlin. As well as this publication the col
lective also organises an ABC support group, a 
libertarian library, organises various solidarity 
actions and cultural events, and supports local 
and global struggle against all kinds of opression. 
Corespondents: our great idea is to set up a 
network of corespondents from different regions 
of East Europe to cover the most current, impor
tant and interesting issues. Our corespondent 
team for today: Pavel (Prague - CS), Mato 
(Bratislava - Slovakia), Saszka (Grodno - 
Belarus), Antti (Russia), Ninja (Vilnius - 
Lithuania), Maya & Tine (Lubljana - Slovenia), 
Jelena & Suncana (Zagreb - Croatia), Soja 
(Bialystok - Poland), Wolf & Ratal (Trojmiasto - 
Poland), GAS (Poznan - Poland), Michu (Torun - 
Poland) and others. More corespondents nee
ded!
Other sources of infos: “alter ee” internet 
discussion list, “Warhead” - internet info service 
of ©-activities in Poland, ABC-Poland - info bul
letin, “Avtonom” russian magazine of 
Autonomous Action Network, “AACTIV 
Newsletter” from Romania.
Co-operation: if you operate in Eastern Europe 
you can send to us info about protests, manife
stations and other actions going on in your region 
... you can present activities of groups, collecti
ves and projects working in your neighbourhood 
... you can inform us about up-comming political 
and cultural events ... you can present state
ments of your group on local or global issues, 
you can express your ideas, opinions or criticism 
... everything from anarchist perspective. You 
can join our redaction collective as a corespon
dent sending regular reports covering different 
forms of activities in your region. All materials 
(incl. graphics & photos) send to:

If you operate in other parts of the world you can 
help with distribution (see below). You can spre
ad information about this publication or just make 
the most of the information here as effectivly as 
possible.
Distribution: we are looking for people/collecti- 
ves ready to distribute this publication on a regu
lar basis in their regions (especialy in southern 
Europe). Previous issues are as well available. 
Contact for distribution:

Free copies: will go to all info-shops and libertarian 
librarys in Eastern Europe as well as to our core
spondents who supply a postal adresses. 
Print-Rin: between 1100-1500 copies.
Sponsored: by Sunday-Breakfest-Benefits present
ed in AKZ KdPI/Berlin and our pizza-circus. Other 
sponsores wanted
Deadlines: for #7-15.11.2002; for #8 -15.01.2003.

There is a justifiable need to abolish the borders between 
nations, societies, cultures and whatever else seperates and defines 
us. In order that the process of their abolishion does not lead to the 
formation of new borders or other types of segregation it has to be 
done from below, by the people not by elitist institutions such as The 
European Union, NATO or United Nations.

There is an enduring need to instantly abolish all states, govern
ments and authoritarian institutions so that communities based on 
common values such as freedom, respect, collaboration and solidarity 
can be formed. These communities in turn can lead to the transforma
tion of the world order into one based on the above mentioned values. 

In an attempt to push forward both of these goals with support 
for developement from the anarchist movement above the borders we 
have created ...

"Abolishing the Borders from Below”
an anarchist courier from Eastern Europe

There are many reasons why it is necessary to put out this type of publi
cation on a regular basis. There are a large number of anarchist groups in 
Eastern Europe who could operate much more effectivly with a continual 
exchange of ideas, tactics, experiences and materials with similarly minded 
groups from all over Europe and the World. It is clear that many western 
activists are also interested in the ideas and actions of the "eastern anar
chists". We believe it to be necessary to tighten the collaboration between 
east and west in resisting Fortress Europe, the globalization of the world 
economy, and above all capitalism and it’s effects on our life. A mutual 
exchange of inspirations, motivations, and cooperation from anarchist com
munities all over Europe is needed on a day to day basis not only in times 
of international protests like the ones in Prague, Gothenburg and Genua. 
The intent of this paper is to set up a better network of communication bet
ween groups and individuals from different parts of this continent. The pro
cess of creating an editorian team for "AbolishingBB"" was a great step 
toward this so we appeal to everyone to make the most of the information 
here as effectivly as possible."
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Report from the second international anti-NATO meeting in Prague
The weekend 21-22 of 

September was another important step of 
the anti-NATO campaign which will reach 
its peak during the NATO-summit in 
Prague exactly two months later (21-22 of 
November). It was important for both - 
local and international anarchist / antica
pitalist movement. On Saturday 21.09 an 
anti-NATO street party took place in the 
centre of Prague from which you can find 
a report in this issue. And on Sunday the 
very long awaited second international 
meeting for coordination of anti-NATO 
actions in Prague took place. We reported 
you already from the first one which hap
pened in spring time and on which one the 
need of mobilisation and some of the 
principles of November actions were 
decided.

After a longer break around 
30 activists from several countries gathe
red again in Prague’s great anarchist info
shop to bring fresh strength to the mobi
lisation and to the upcoming actions real 
structures and visions. In the meeting 
which lasted about 10 hours representati
ves of all active anarchist groups in 
Prague, as well as individuals took part. 
They were joined by activists from other 
cities of Czechia, from Slovakia, Slovenia , 
Croatia, Poland , Germany and some 
American activists living actually in 
Prague. Other groups from abroad asked 
to be informed of the results of the mee
ting. After a short report about an anti- 
NATO action the day before and the cur
rent situation in Prague the agenda of the 
meeting was set up. The most important 
issues to discuss were: accommodation, 
infrastructure, represion, plans for actions, 
finances, media and intensification of the 
international mobilisation.

Accommodation possibilie- 
ties for November are similar to how they 
were two years ago during s26 actions 
exept of sleeping on the stadion because 
of possible coldness (strangely two years 
ago hardly anyone decided to stay on the 
stadion anyway ... ). There are posibilities 
to rent flats ( for all these who will decide 
to stay in Prague for few weeks), to get 
cheap rooms in the hostels (it is strongly 
recommended to book it before), to sleep 
at privat persons (this is of course limited 
and basicly reserved for those who will 
come earlier to join the preparations) and 
to squat the hauses/flats (local activists 
are trying to squat something bigger befo
re the protests and open it for foreign 
actinvists as sleeping/organizational 
space). It is hardly possible. that any 
schools, sport places or other public buil
dings will be available because of pressure 
from the authorities but there are still 
attempts to find them. All you need more 
to know about accomodation you can ask 
directly the accomodation coordination 

• t e a m
natoaccommodation@lists.riseup.net

Generaly speaking setting up 
the infrastructure is more difficult than 
before s26, this is because there is no will 
for any collaboration with the authorities 
so far. That means - everything needs to 
be set up from below: accomodation, 
info-points, Convergance Centre (CC), 
IMC (Independent Media Centre), offices 
for working groups (for example anti- 
represion structures).
There is already7 the great info-shop in 
centre of Prague which will be open

during the protests and serve to give all 
informations to the activists. The problem 
is that this place is relatively small so there 
is a need to set up one or two alternative 
places to provide informations. Local acti
vists are trying to set it up during the next 
weeks.

After a crisis period the 
Prague IMC is back with the news on 
November actions and there is a call to all 
people who would like to help with setting 
up the international IMC in Prague for 
November - the location is going to be 
find out. Equipment and financial help for 
that aim are needed of course. You can 
contact a group coordinating anti-NATO- 
IMC-Prague under imc-
prague@lists.indymedia.org
Locations for offices for other groups has 
to be found in the next future. There is the 
possibility that anti-repression structures 
and the borders-coordination-group could 
use the OPH (legal observers) offices or 
be set up in one of the future info-points. 
The biggest problem is to find a proper 
space for the Convergance Centre. This 
was already difficult enough two years ago 
and it was easly evicted by the authorities 
after the first day of mass actions. There 
was consent during the meeting that this 
time it would have to be much safer and 
a much more independent space. There 
will still be attempts to find such a buil
ding in Prague and if this will not be pos
sible there is the idea to find a piece of 
land and put huge tents there. It would 
provide convergance space (as it was 
during no-to-EU actions in Brussels at 
December’2001). Such huge tents have to 
be found too, so there is a call to all 
groups around Europe to contact people 
in Prague if they can help to provide such 
a tent/tents.

Another big issue during the 
meeting were expected repression: before 
the protests concerning the process of 
preparations, on the borders, during the 
protests and afterwards. As a first step the 
borders-coordination-group was founded 
to preapare the strategy against border 
repression in November. More about 
expected border repression you can find 
in the interview with a Czech activist insi
de this issue and under antiborder.pra- 
gue@ziplip.com
Second idea considering anti-repression 
work was to put together an international 
anti-repression group including Czech 
activists, Czech legal observers (OPH), 
Czech lawyers, international ABC activists, 
international lawyers and members of 
other anti-repression groups around 
Europe. This group should be found 
together as fast as possible in order to set 
up effective and professional structures to 
counteract the state repression. Local acti
vists already started to work on that issue 
so there is an urgent appeal to all 
ABC/anti-repression groups around 
Europe to join that structure by any 
means. Contact under info@antinato.cz 
No need to remind you that this project 
needs financial support as well !

Cosidering plans for the 
, actions there was as usualy big differences 
about ideas and expectations. The consent 
was that the plans has to provide enough 
free space for the last moment decisions 
during the meetings in CC in last 
weeks/days before the actions. This way 
all groups which wish to influence the

decision making process can do so by sen
ding they delegates to Prague early 
enough. Prague actions will be organized 
on 100% anti-authoritarian/anarchist 
principles. Of course a minimum has to 
be decided earlier so there were some 
decisions taken.
Local groups have booked many locations 
for gatherings by the city government alre
ady months before so there is a lot of pos
sibilities for different groups and organi
zations to start and/or lead their actions 
independent of others. These locations 
are: Vaclavske Namesti (its in the center of 
Prague), Namesti Hrdinu (its to the south 
from Congress Centre were the NATO 
summit will take place), Namesti Miru (in 
city center) and Letenska plan (free space 
at the perrifery). All these are legal from 
November 20 to November 24, each day 
from 9 am to 8 pm.

The protests will start on 
November 17 (Sunday) with an anti-capi
talist and anti-NATO march. The 
November 18 is kept free until now. 
November 19 (Tuesday) is theday when 
the most of war-makers will arrive into 
the city and have an exclusive dinner in the 
center of Prague. For all the day many 
food not bombs (FNB) actions in diffe
rent parts of the city are planned. There is 
again a call to all FNB collectives from 
abroad to join that action ! This is as well 
a day of remembrance of the victims of 
capitalism world wide. That’s why in the 
evening in front of exclusive-NATO-din- 
ner there will be a gathering with pots, pla
tes, spoons and street instruments inspira- 
ted by protests in Argentina and in solida
rity with struggle in Argentina and world 
wide ! All attempting to disturb the capi
talist orgie inside. The day of November
20 (Wendesday) is for now as well free of 
actions (can be used for last preparations 
for N21) or as there are first informations 
about fascist groups mobilising for Prague 
(Russian and Serbian militant fascist 
groups known for their easy access to cash 
announced their activities in Prague !!! ) 
this day can easly turn to be the day of 
anti-fascist activities. The main anti- 
NATO actions are planned for November
21 (N21 - Thursday) when the summit 
itself starts.
Structure of the November 21 Action 
Day: The idea is to encourage many auto
nomous, creative, decentralised actions 
and marches throughout Prague in the 
morning and early afternoon of the day. 
There will be a meeting point for those 
people that do not want to engage in the 
morning actions at Namesti Miru at 14:00. 
At Namesti Miru there will be an info 
point, speeches, hopefully a public forum 
and some sort of fun, colourful happe
ning. The theme for this gathering will be 
SVEJK, with the idea to encourage people 
to dress, act, or bring anything Svejk-like 
!!! (for more info about Svejk, look up or 
read Jaroslav Hasek's The Good Soldier 
Svejk'). At 15:00 this group will leave 
Namesti Miru to come together with the 
other autonomous action groups and mar
ches at a location which will have to be 
decided ... much ... much ... later ! From 
that point there is hope to do something 
all together depending on how the situa
tion has progressed during the day. This is 
a structure in which every group can find 
space for their lovely kind of action. 
These actions will be better prepared and

coordinated during the last days in Prague 
so there is a lot of space for everyone who 
likes to influance its course. Although the 
bigger part of Czech activists are sceptical 
about real chances of disturbing the 
NATO-meeting itself everything seems to 
be still open and depends of the how 
many people will join the actions.

November 22 (Friday) is 
again free of plans for now but it was clear 
for almost everyone that actions against 
NATO/capitalism need to continue as 
well as the jail-solidarity demonstrations. 
Strongly invited to join all street action are 
medical teams (and individuals) from 
abroad as the Czech medical team is not 
big enough.

Lets come to the finances. It 
can appear to many of you as incredible 
but the whole budget which Czech anar
chist groups have is ... 60 euro !!! Well, they 
are saying that they are used to make 
something from nothing but there it is 
clear that the protest could be prepared 
much more effectivly if some donations 
would appear. Money is needed for almost 
everything: For printing of posters, lea- 
flats and bust-cards, for renting the offices 
and possible space for Convergance 
Centre, for the preparation of various 
actions, for costs of anti-represion struc
tures, for communication, costs of the 
lawyers, medical cost, for IMC, for art
works, banners, etc. If you can support 
the anti-NATO offensive in Prague with 
money contact: info@antinato.cz

A discussion took place about 
how to intensify the international mobili
sation during the last 8 weeks. 
International posters, more infos on inter
national websides, regional info gatherings 
and benefits are some of the elements of 
that campaign. On the last page of our 
bulletin you will find a full list of contact 
adresses you need to join that mobilisa
tion. Some Czech activists told that they 
are afraid that many groups will resign 
from coming and join them because of 
expected border problems. Others said 
that the borders should be abolished 
together with the states, the states with 
their governments, the governments with 
their military structures what will lead to 
automaticaly abolishment of NATO ... so 
they believe that the international move
ment will agree on that and will join the 
protests in Prague regardless of the 
repression on the way. Some are complai
ning that after Genova the international 
struggle is "in crisis". Some believe that 
the war-amok of the Bush-coalitition will 
motivate thousands to come back to 
Prague. At one thing all Czech activists 
seem to agree: The global criminals are 
coming back to Prague and we have to do 
something, regardless of the expenses. We 
would like to add: We will do something ... 
we will give them the same message we 
gave their colleagues from IMF/WB two 
years ago: You Can Not Stop the Global 
Resistance !!!

At the end of the meeting the 
date for the third international meeting 
was set up for 26-27 of October 
(Saturday-Sunday) in Prague. After the 
long, intensive and effective meeting the 
international crew continued an unofficial 
conversation in spirit of cold Czech beer 
and reminiscence of s26.
More info about NATO in Prague you 
will find on pages: 6, 7, 8 and 24.
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at home

Lithuania: NATO’s first virtual member state
by Geoffrey Vasiliauskas

arran
gements, no 

real competi
tion that would lead 
to lower prices or 

better service 
for consum-

i c e - 
fixing

n’s credit rating a notch or two. 
Endless reforms have also proven 
profitable, while an end to 
reforms would mean foreign aid 
via a number of programs would 

. simply dry up. So Lithuania has 
become an expert at simulating 
reforms, at jumping through the 
right'hoops at the right time while 
accomplishing nothing tangible in 
free market economics, with no 
end to internal

ers in -any 
market. 
Instead of 
econo- 
m i c 
shock =<
the-

will brood
about the mess they and their 
country find themselves in 12 
years after formal independence. 
These cases are just the tip of the 
iceberg, just examples of what 
democratic rule and human rights 
really count for in Lithuania.

Last year an EU delega
tion issued a report on Lithuanian 
justice, from treatment in the 
courts to conditions for prisoners.

finding novel ways to violate 
human rights. Readers of Baltic 
Times will remember the case of 
the anti-NATO protestor thrown 
out of his job the next day after 
accusations from security person
nel he was a secret agent of the 
Soviet military intelligence, GRU, 
and the case of Ashique 
Hamdani, long-time resident of 
Lithuania deported after exposing 
corruption in government and 
law enforcement, forced to leave 
his wife and daughter behind. 
Readers also remember how 
Lithuanian political leaders, busy 
preparing to send their political 
delegates to the Frankfurt Book 
Fair this October to tell the world 
about Lithuania’s achievements in 
guaranteeing human rights and 
democratic rule, gave the orders 
to arrest protestors during the 
recent visit by the Chinese dicta
tor Jiang Zemin to Vilnius. 
Lithuania’s best-selling author 
Jurga Ivanauskaite was roughed 
up by police and arrested without 
charges. Police continued to 
harass her even after they issued 
public apologies to her for the tre
atment she received at their 

hands. While Lithuanian politi
cians attend Frankfurt to tell 

fairy tales to all comers, 
Lithuania’s writers 

rapy, Lithuania opted for the 
lobotomy.

In human rights 
Lithuania has done the same 
thing, putting on a good face for 
visiting experts from international 
organizations while doing nothing 
to improve practices inherited 
from the Soviet organs of repres
sion. In some cases Lithuania has 
even done the Soviets one better,

Delegates found Lithuanian pri
soners were effectively being tor
tured by the way they were held, 
and in certain cases were intentio
nally tortured by law enforce
ment. They also found 
Lithuanians were arrested and 
held for unreasonably long peri
ods of time before ever coming to 
trial, in many cases for months 
and years. It took a full-scale HIV 
epidemic at a Lithuanian penal 
colony this spring to wake the 
public and politicians up to what 
the EU delegation plainly repor
ted last year. It finally came out 
that prison officials themselves 
were selling IV drugs to prisoners 
to augment their meager salaries, 
but had neglected to sell prisoners 
needles along with the drugs. 
Hundreds of male prisoners were 
using a single needle to inject 
heroin.

Respect for the rule of 
law is a strange proposition in a 
country where the president is in 
clear violation of the national 
constitution. The Lithuanian con
stitution doesn’t allow political 
office for those who have sworn 
oaths of allegiance to a foreign 
power. As a naturalized US citizen 
and a US soldier and government 
employee, president Valdas 
Adamkus swore allegiance to the 
US. He also seems to have wor
ked for US military intelligence, 
if only as a Russian translator 
during the Korean war. Luckily, 
the wording of the Lithuanian 
lustration law was changed by 
MPs to allow such cases to 
forego the normal ritual for 
run-of-the-mill KGB 
agents.

It would require a book 
to enumerate all the ways 
in which the Lithuanian 
constitution is routinely

ignored by public officials and the 
courts in Lithuania. The docu
ment makes all the right sounds in 
all the right places, but the audito
rium is empty. That fact might be 
lost when Lithuanian politicians 
embark on their latest musical 
tours this autumn in Frankfurt 
and then Prague (Novemnber 
NATO-summit), to be followed 
by a gala performance in Brussels.

Should Lithuania be 
asked to join NATO this 
November in Prague, the country 
would become NATO’s first vir
tual member state — virtually 
indefensible, with no geopolitical 
strategic significance to the securi
ty of other member states, virtual
ly a democracy with a simulated 
free market and feigned respect 
for human rights and the rule of 

law.
Since NATO formed, 

the organization has pretty much 
written the training manual for 
new recruits as it went along. 
Turkey, then a dictatorship, 
was seen as key to secu
rity in containing Soviet 
expansion in the Black Sea, 
Mediterranean and Middle 
East. US president Eisenhower 
pinned the hopes of the post-war 
world on collective security arran
gements, which were supposed to 
have included blocs similar to 
NATO based in Baghdad for the 
Middle East, a plan cut short by 
the Ba’athist revolution there that 
eventually led to Saddam 
Hussein’s rule there, but also in 
the Far East, the Pacific, Africa 
and South America.

When the Cold War 
wound down to an end, more or 
less every former Soviet satellite 
state began knocking on NATO’s 
doors, and some even began 
inquiring what the price of 
admission and the dress code 
were in order to enter the exclu- 
sive club. In response, NATO 
instituted the Partnership for 
Peace program and laid down 
some guidelines, maybe even cal
ling them criteria, for aspirants: 
respect for human rights, rule of 
law, democracy, a free press and a 
free market economy. 
Lithuanians said, no problem, 
we can do that.

Lithuania had no choice 
in 1991 but to undertake awesome 
economic and political reforms. 
Along with the substantial and 
real reforms in the Lithuanian 
military over the last decade, eco
nomic reforms have become an 
end in and of themselves, serving 
to secure a new line of credit 
from the IMF or World Bank, or 
pushing Moody’s to up the natio-

» ■ r i *
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Bela krajina (White 
Carniola) is an area in the south-eastern 
Slovenia, close to the Croatian border. 
The area itself is an important strategic 
point for military bases in the future, 
more exactly for Schengen borders. 
Fortunately, local inhabitants are aware 
of the consequences that NATO will 
bring: increased prices, militarization, 
military bases etc. After action with put
ting banners with anti-NATO slogans 
through all Slo at the beggining of July, 
in Bela krajina (BK) the banners are still 
hanging there. Why? Because everyone 
are against NATO, from old farmers to 
young activists. Thus, they gave out a 
declaration in which they demand sepa
ration from Slovenian state if it goes to 
NATO. They declared BI< as anti-milita
ry area and they demand referendum for 
separation from the state if NATO 
comes. They put lots of propaganda like 
posters, flyers and political activity 
around this subject. They put the 
Declaration in all media.What w! as reac
tion? After putting the Declaration out, 
the national newspapers started to 
search for the "responsible". Even if the 
BK's activists show themselves in public

I

Iz___  __ z

and are ready to speak, they asked mayor 
and other BK's politicians about it. Their 
answer was of course that they did not 
do this and that it's not true that people 
from BK don't want to go to NATO. 
They declaired Declaration as false, 
because it was not made by the "leaders 
of BK" and they said that it's sure a joke. 
When journalists asked the locals if they 
hanged the anti-NATO banners, they 
answered: "No, we don't know who han
ged it, but maybe you know, because we 
would like to know those people." What 
they wrote in newspapers was that it was 
a summer joke or because of the tourist 
concuration between other tourist areas 
or it was a trick of youth political party 
which stands against NATO and it's part 
of their voting capaign. The mayor said: 
"It's a joke and people laugh on it." Of 
course national newspaper! s didn't 
wrote the real cause of the Declaration. 
The real reasons are, as I already men
tioned, the moral question, anti-militari
zation and economical consequences. 
It's no doubt they mean it seriously. The 
people, not their self-proclaimed leaders. 
AFA, Molotov

A KILOMETER AWAY FROM NATO, 
TWO MILLIONS FOR FREEDOM !
In the night on 23. to 

24.June Slovenia was again 
over-flowed with collective 
action against membership of 
Slovenia in military alliance 
NATO and against its function. 
In the action "A kilometer away 
from NATO, two millions for 
freedom" about 200 different 
banners were hanged through 
all country. Banners were han
ging on road bridges above 
main highway cross (Koper- 
Maribor, Kranj-Bregana) and 
near some important roads. 
Banners were made in different 
locations, by different individu
als and organizations, including 
activists from squat 
A.C.Molotov in Ljubljana.

We didn't use any 
name of organization or

anyone 
who 
takes 
actions 
against
NATO 
is a 
member 
of it.

We assu
me that 

representers, because we've had 
bad experience with it. The 
only name that was used was 
Reci Ne NATO (Say No 
NATO) and Dost je (It's 
Enough).We represented this in 
public like this is not a formal 
organi
zation
and 

this action's consequences was 
the attemp of eviction of 
Molotov and (in the same day) 
Refugee Centre for Bosnian 
refugees in Ljubljana, because 
eviction started directily after 
the action. Minister of Foreign

Affairs
D

« e • •l m l tr l j 
Rupel, who 
is the lou
dest defen
der of 
NATO, 
also send 
his people 
to search 
for anti- 
N A T O 
activists 
and list of 
these peo

ple was published in a newspa
per (not by him of course). On 
the "black list" are especially 
intelectualls (professors from 
universities, theoreticals etc.), 
journalists and likely squatters.

The action was loud 
in public and analyses made by 
media showed that the public 
opinion went from 40% against 
NATO and 60% for it to 60- 
70% against it. The govern
ment also promised to make a 
referendum, but now they 
changed their mind. We assume 
that they wanted to shut down 
the activities with the eviction 
of Molotov. But luckilly, we are 
far away from being the only 
ones who refuse NATO and its 
war-machine.We are everywhe-

“ If you know how
” For a world of many worlds !

to save
H

In other words: 
"It’s time for a scream that demands freedom and a world of many worlds in 

which it must be clear, that war is not and must not be a game.”

the world, don’t whisper, scream ! ”
” You can give to yourself only freedom!”
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Interview with Czech anarchist involved in preparations
of actions against NATO-summit in Prague

“NATO is going to Prague and we have to do something, regardless of expense

Short 
introduction is 
needed. At first, 
the following in
terview was made 
mostly before the 
second internatio
nal meeting in 
Prague which took 
place at 22 Sep
tember 2002, at 
the situation when 
Czech anarchists 
could not know 
how wide interna
tional support 
they should ex
pact. Secondly, it 
is important to 
mention that 
there are existing 
many differences 
in opinions and 
expectations con
sidering NATO- 
summit in Prague 
among Czech an
archists itself. We 
asked our come- 
rade to try to be 
objective but of 
course some of 
the specific ques
tions could have 
various different 
answers depends 
of who would res
pond them. But 
what is the most 
important that this 
interview giving 
us a pretty clear 
picture of Czech 
reality in context 
of upcomming 
protests. Well, it 
for sure will not 
help to spread a 
massive optimism 
around continent 
but hopefully will 
motivate many of 
you to intensifies 
process of mobili
sation and prepa
rations to the No
vember's events. 
We want to say 
thanx to our com
rade for this inter
view - ABB.

There was a lot of confusion & 
myths going on outside of Czech after S26 
two years ago about what was exactly 
situation in Prague afterwards. Could 
you explain how the events around S26 
influenced in turn: inhabitians of Prague, 
the Czech society, young Czech genera
tion, media, and the anarchist movement 
in your region ?

I’ll start with anarchist move
ment. Just after the S26 and a few following 
months we were really disappointed and 
confused. People who had came to protest 
left Prague in the evening of September 26 
and next day we found ourselves in a fire 
from all sides: media, police, society in 
general and also various groups and acti
vists from abroad. These attacks lasted for a 
few weeks. Of course we expected a strong 
wave of repression from state and police as 
well as usual reaction of media, but feeling 
of so-called ’’normal” people was really 
hostile towards protests which found us 
more or less surprised. Mainstreem media 
managed to show the demonstrators as 
nearly-terrorists who destroyed half of 
Prague (our nice capital !). Nearly all of 
them talked about real war in the streets etc. 
so people were really scared and hated all 
anarchists. We felt we had lost years of 
work with common people in one day. In 
people's minds, anarchists were just 
Molotovs throwers again. Also, we were 
really upset by criticism from activists from 
abroad, as this criticism was mostly based 
on a false facts and we unfortunately didn't 
have enough energy to react.

But in a half of a year our fee
ling started to change slowly. We learnt that 
S26 and especially the preparation process 
gave us a lot of new ideas, experiences, 
contacts etc... We slowly started to use 
some of these new techniques like security 
banners, samba-bands and generally tried to 
bring more fun into our actions. Some new 
groups were created under direct influence 
of S26 - I mean the Reclaim the Streets 
Prague, which already collapsed(*) and the 
Feminist Alliance (still active). Anarchist 
groups have been using their international 
contacts from S26 to networking with 
western comrades and sort of young sup
porters of anarchist movement was radicali
sed by S26 events (**).

Attitudes of young Czech gene
ration was different from attitudes of 
Prague’s inhabitants and the Czech society 
in general only in a bigger level of apathy ... 
However, some section of Czech anarchist 
movement believe that S26 had also impact 
on a working class in a sense of their radi- 
calisation, especially after the incident a 
half a year ago when fired workers attacke 
their former boss and then even police 
which tried to defend him . In general, since 
the September 27 we have thought that S26 
was a victory on an international level. We 
thought it was in the same time a total loss 
on a national level, but this feeling changed 
and now oscillate somewhere between "it 
wasn't so bad” and "it could be worse."

Could you shortly describe 
political landscape in Czech right now ? 
What is the basic opinion about NATO 
among Czech society and particular, 
which parties, NGOs and not-anarchist 
groups are planning to protest against 
NATO-summit ?

All right. The Czech Republic 
has now (so-called) Social-Democratic 
government with support of coalition of 
Christian party and one small right-wing 
party. So-called opposition is composed of 
the biggest right-wing party (with more or 
less hidden tendency to ultra-right) ODS 
and Communist party. All (parlament) par
ties are fundamentally and loudly pro
NATO with exception of Communist party, 
which is completely against NATO as well 
as NATO summit in Prague. They even 
announced some street actions against the 
summit, but we saw before S26 what they 
mean by that: calm march of several thou
sands hardcore bolshevik's pensioners and 
their young supporters lead by communist 
MPs several days before actual summit. As 
far as I know, no NGO announced any kind 
of street activity during summit . They 
haven't even published brochures nor lea
flets - it seems that they wouldn’t be active 
in any way (***). Most likely they are sca
red of being link to terrorists because as 
everybody knows NATO is the only protec
tor of peace... Among non-anarchist groups 
some bolshevik sects announced they 
would go to the streets, but I don't care 
about them. We also tried to address some 
pacifist and anti-militarist groups, but we 
have learnt that these groups are usually 
composed of one or two members with no 
real potential (if they at least exist) and they 
are usually not interested in participating 
anyway, mainly because the lack of energy.

Should we understand that 
from organized groups and organisa
tions only anarchist ones are taking 
seriously importance of showing resi
stance during NATO Summit ?

Well, not exactly. I think also 
various bolsheviks and trockists take it 
seriously as well , but they are even far 
more weaker than anarchist movement so 
their effort is really useless. They even not 
organise "normal” demonstrations, because 
they are able to mobilise up to 15 people... 
And of course, we are not quite interested 
what they are doing. In contrary, we hope 
they are doing nothing and soon die. So 
when we expel bolsheviks because of that 
reasons, then the answer to this question is 
yes, you should.

What were the most impor
tant arguments which brought not really 
huge Czecho-Slovakian anarchist move
ment to decission about calling (after 
such a short time from s26) for another 
massive protest in Prague ?

The point is that there wasn't 
real discussion whether start this campaign 
or not. There were some voices against it 
because of variety reasons, but generally 
the feeling was like there is no alternative.

Shortly, NATO is going to Prague and we 
have to do something, regardless of expen
se.

On the first international mee
ting which took place in Prague in 
April’2002 you told a lot about that s26 
was a big lession for you in issue of orga
nizing massive protests and about big 
mistakes which were made during this 
event Could you tell us what mistakes 
you And as the most fundamental and 
how it is influancing preparations for 
November actions ?

It is important to note first that 
no one from people involved in preparation 
of S26 have experiences with this kind of 
protest, so it is obvious that we did some 
mistakes. Now it is crucial to take a lesson 
from it and don't repeat them again. One of 
the most important mistake was pacifist 
attitude of INPEG (coalition of organisers) 
towards media and society in general. We 
talked a lot about non-violence issue, stres
sing that we are not violent and not going to 
destroy anything. Partly it was reaction on 
mainstreem media which constantly talked 
about tens of thousands wild anarchists 
coming only to destroy everything they 
would even see. We wanted to negate this 
so our outputs was too about non-violence 
at the expense of the second part , which 
was that we are in the same time fully ready 
to self-defence when being attacked by 
police. Unfortunately, this second part was
n't heard too much and was completely 
overshadowed by non-violence part. In my 
opinion, it was caused by three causes: first, 
constant media attacks about violent anar
chists willing to destroyed whole Prague, 
second, inexperienced spokespersons who 
come under the pressure of media and the 
atmosphere in society, and third, too hybrid 
coalition of organising groups. The result 
was confusion and mess inside the INPEG 
after the "violent" demos on S26, because 
we weren't prepared on that in theoretical 
level and didn't have any plan how to work 
in spite of guessing that it could happened 
all the time before. This year, we don't talk 
about violence from our side - to the 
question of violence we answer that it is 
NATO who is real aggressor, not us. The 
second problem was too hybrid coalition of 
groups - INPEG members. On the begging 
there were even one "radical" NGO, which 
influenced all basic documents towards 
pacifism and blocked all revolutionary 
ideas being passed inside it and finally they 
refused to sign it and left the INPEG. We 
had no time and energy to change it so it 
stood as it was. Also, among member 
groups there were "soft" bolshevik groups 
SocSol and some non-anarchist activist 
groups like - Voice of the Earth. The result 
was that we weren't able to say what we are 
for, which is really important, maybe more 
important than saying what we are against. 
In anti-ANTO campaign this year there are 
only anarchist and pro-anarchist groups, so 
this problem was effectively solved...

Could you shortly present
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CSAF/ORA Solidarita critisism 
against NATO and the way you’re 
proposing to get rid off it in the futu
re.

I think these points are real
ly obvious, so I'll be really short. 
NATO is organisation which serve only 
to protect economic interests of rich 
regardless of anything else (for exam
ple human beings or environment) and 
has no legitimacy, nor at least quasi
legitimacy. We are calling for immedi
ate abolishing NATO (and giving 
money rather to schools, accommoda
tions, hospitals etc.) as a short-time 
goal and of course, for a change of 
society towards more free and self
management society as a long-time 
goal.

Since many months you 
are running intensive anti-NATO 
campaign in your country. What are 
the main components of that cam
paign. How you see it effects after all 
these months ? What argumentation 
seems to bring the most understan
ding among the Czech society ?

I am sorry I have to let you 
down. It is true that we are running 
relatively big campaign for many 
months, but society as whole has still 
the same level of apathy as ever. We 
use mainly street info-steels, leaflets, 
posters, smaller demos and public lec
tures. But by these methods we could 
influence hundreds, maybe thousands 
of people, which is really a drop in the 
ocean. The most understanding argu
ment is for sure money. People feel that 
it has no sense to give tens of milliards 
to military while everything other 
(education, sanitary, housing) is in real 
shit.

Are you expecting that 
when crisis around Iraq will end 
with another war at least part of 
Prague citizens will awake from 
their apathy and decide spontanious- 
ly to join the protest or at least its 
anti-war aspect?

I'm not sure. Despite the 
fact many of Prague citizens are 
against war , they apathy is much more 
stronger... This is still the same pro
blem - people don’t think they could 
change something by showing resi
stance in the streets. But I can't say that 
it couldn't radicalise some people, but 
it wouldn't be for sure thousands of 
them - rather tens, at best. But I think 
there is a big chance it would make at 
least part of people to stand on our side 
intellectually.

What are you expecting 
from protests planned in November ? 
What do you see as the main goals of 
that mobilisation ?

We all agree that most like
ly there is no chance to interrupt the 
summit once again. Police is too well 
prepared. What we can do is to express 
our dissent from the summit and possi
bly annoyed life of delegates in Prague 
(they want to eat in luxury restaurants, 
they even have a big luxury dinner for 
delegates in the place outside the 
Congress centre, they for sure want to 
sleep etc.)... These are more or less 
goals of all groups involved in prepara

tions (****).
After so called ’’Summer 

of Resistance” (Gothenburg,
Barcelona, Genova) it was heard 
everywhere that the ”S26” actions in 
Prague were the only ones could be 
call ’’organized from below” where 
everyone could influence process of 
planing the actions and could 
influence a message brought to the 
streets ? Many people were missing 
this kind of organisation and com
munication while other massive 
actions. Do you think that it is possi
ble to reach an organisational level 
similar to that one from ”S26” in 
November?

Yes, that's for sure. The pro
tests will be certainly organised from 
below and with maximum respect to 
anarchist principles of direct democra
cy - i.e. everybody could influence 
everything from a form of actions to 
the message bring to the streets. I could 
say it for sure because there are no 
hierarchical structures like NGO's or 
big trade unions or hierarchical move
ment who would want to join the pro
test.

What strategy of Czech 
police and authorities are you expec
ting in November ? How far and in 
which way are these upcomming 
events discussed today in Czech 
medias and by Czech authorities ?

This is not really easy but 
very important question. They are pre
pared both technically and theoretical
ly. We know that chiefs of Czech poli
ce have attended several forums focu
sed on struggle against "antiglobalisa
tion" mass demonstrations and that . 
they coordinate all security measures 
with police of an other EU and even 
non-EU countries. Close partnership 
has been negotiated with Germany, 
Polish, Austrian and Slovak police. So 
far it was said that there will be at least 
12.000 policemen and several thou
sands soldiers. Also, some time before 
the summit will come around 2.000 
FBI agents to help the Czech authori
ties... Police received special 500 mil
lions of Czech crowns (around 17 mil
lions of EURO) for anti-demonstration 
equipment. It was announced that on 
all frontier crossing there will be speci
al cameras which should be able to 
recognise people's faces and compare it 
to database of "unwanted people" and 
the same software should be also used 
in CCTV system in Prague(*****). 
Finally, police announced this time 
they wouldn't allowed demonstrators to 
destroyed the city centre, which in their 
words should be protected as well as 
the place of the summit. All of you can 
imagine what this cocktail means ...

NATO summit is being 
discussed in media, but usually only on 
what-do-you-do-with-demonstrations 
or we-are-so-proud level. Politicians 
constantly talked about the unique 
opportunity to show world that Czech 
Republic is able to host the top level 
summit on the same level as the most 
develop states are. Philosopher stres
sed that it is one of the most (maybe 
even the most) important point of 

history and we, Czech people, are in 
the centre of it! And of course, no cri
ticism of NATO in mainstreem media 
• • •

What kind of support in 
context of November 21-22 but as 
well during the preparations, you 
wish the most to recive from abro
ad ?

The first need is the money. 
They are needed for printing posters 
and leaflets (of course we are able to 
print something on our own, but if we 
would printed several tens of thou
sands posters and send it to collectives 
around whole Czechia it would be real
ly good propaganda tools. We are able 
to print several thousands at best), for 
accommodations, communications, we 
also need at least one public info
point... During preparations, we welco
me people who could come to Prague 
several weeks ago and help with prepa
ration work. We also encourage bigger 
collectives who are coming to protest 
against summit to send one delegate 
around a week before so they would 
influence the decision making process 
and help to coordinate activities. Also, 
we strongly encourage people and 
groups to come with ideas what to do 
(direct actions around the city etc.) and 
not to wait what we have planned, (the 
map of Prague could be fined on 
www.mapy.cz, the place of summit 
could be fined there when you type the 
word "Vysehrad" there and choose 
"mhd" /city traffic/ in right menu. It 
will find the metro station which is 
straight under the Congress centre). 
And we also call groups from cities not 
far from Czech borders to prepare 
demonstration of solidarity and against 
possible border repression which peo
ple who wouldn't be able to cross the 
border could join and to let us know as 
soon as possible they are doing so in 
order we could inform about it in our 
materials, web pages etc. And finally, 
we welcome solidarity actions on all 
places around the world ... See you in 
Prague !
(*) Actualy RTS-Prague split few 
weeks age and ex-RTS activists for
med various groups what some of 
them see as positive development. 
(**) The example of ongoing prepa
rations to anti-NATO actions is 
clearly showing how much more 
profesional Czech activist become 
and how much the international 
contacts are staying alive.
(***) As the mobilisation around 
summit is growing from day to anot
her there is not said that the situa
tion did not change since the inter
view was made.
(****) This expactations are not 
necessary the same ones which 
developed during two international 
meetings but the ones which the 
most of Czech/Slovakian activists 
present.
(**♦**) At the moment Czech Legal 
Observers Group (OPH) is trying to 
proof that this kind of monitoring is 
not allowed in Czech Rep. Lets wait 
for results of that appeal.

A letter 
from Slovenia about 

situation 
on the 

Czech borders ... 
in September ’

Salud! Last week, in 
Thursday September 19, 
four people from Slovenia, 
going to Prague for interna
tional meeting, were refused 
to enter Czech Republic. We 
went with a car and since 
they were checking everyo
ne who was not Czech or 
Austrian, they check our 
passports in the computer 
and stopped us. Me and my 
friend were taken to the 
office, where they wrote 
some protocol, which of 
course was in Czech and we 
didn’t understand it. 
Between that, they sea rched 
the can They just said we 
have to go back, showing on 
me and my friend. It was 
probably because we were 
arrested two years ago on 
demonstrations in Prague, 
even if we were not accused. 
We tried again the next day 
on another border and it 
was t|i|same. When|O 
asked, they said, prohibition 
is until l.december. We 
wanted first to make trubles 
on the border, but we had 
two dogs with us and were 
to tired. Later, I found out 
that they have all rights 
according to the law, for 
such fascist behaviour, and 
they can send you back 
without explanations. And 
they send all car back, even 
if just one person in suspi
cious. So, it’s the best to use 
train in such cases. Next
day,||lOdier car was 
coming to czech borders 
with people from Croatia 
and Slovenia. They were 
totally searched, bookes 
were searched, politically | 
questioning etc, but they g 
couldn’t find anything 
more, so they let them go. 
They manage to come to || 
Prague. It is important that 
we are ready for VERY BIG 
BORDER CONTROL, 
because it’s TWO 
MONTO befgiil demos
and we were really not 
expecting so big control* 
take care, por la libertad...
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This is short part of text published by 
Czechoslovak Anarchist Federation in Slovakia in connec
tion with campaign against NATO. Slovakia is one of the 
candidates for the admission, so this topic is very important 
for us. For more info, please contact Slovak link of CSAF 
(www.csaf.cz).

After the disintegration of The East Bloc and 
extinction of Warsaw pact arose really insanity about western 
kind of thinking, bringing myths like Capitalism = 
Democracy, or Capitalism = Prosperity. And as the guarantee 
of security, thinking about joining NATO became serious, 
after being of free-market and penetration of foreign capital, 
became stronger. During the government of Vladimir Meciar 
Slovakia is unacceptable in comparison with countries like 
Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland for NATO. But since 
1998, by coming of new government, we’re witnesses of gus
hing acceptation of any recommendations and instructions of 
the international elites. In the other hand, we can see social 
crisis, as the sacrifice of "positive image" of Slovakia. There 
are many examples of want on activities of political-econo
mical elites with no regard to interests of citizens of 
Slovakia. In November, there should be decision about initi
ation of Slovakia in NATO, everything with no discussion. 
There is something to say.

Our elites say, that membership in NATO is only 
possible guarantee of security and prosperity. The instru
ments of these goals should be increasing amount of foreign 
investments and the guarantee of protection in the case of 
military attack. The instruments are clear, what about bak- 
kwashes? \

The interests of NATO are determined by the 
interests of global owner-class. The protection is therefore 
bounded until the moment, where the interests of Slovakia 
are compatible with interests of foreign investors with the 
goal to increase the influence of global elites. Good condi
tions for mighty entrepreneurs are nowadays only attractions 
for NATO in decisions what to protect. And prosperity ? 
"Prosperity of handful = doubtfulness of majority". Foreign 
capital, that means reinforcement of globalised capitalism as 
the hugest -and most dangerous-
form of human oppression in history. Social differences, 
thousands of people under the border of poverty, everything 
are the attributes we can see nowadays and everything will 
be much worse.

Question of admission of Slovakia? Health servi
ce and school system are standing closely near the collapse. 
Nevertheless, the contributions given to the preparation for 
admission are four times more than money given to educa
tion and research. Slovakia, as the state with the worst soci
al situation in central Europe, could be knocked out by anot
her increasing of expenditure given to the army and military 
service. Only way how to compensate these expenditure is to 
increase the taxes and decrease social help, or to become 
more in debt of foreign economical institutions, military 
companies etc. Economical stability ? Forget it.

After long time lasting oscillation of public sup
port to admission of Slovakia under 50%, the government 
decided to start quite unknown campaign. More than million 
dollars /it is impossible to count that exactly/ have been 
dedicated to non-govemment subject and media with the 
goal to create their own campaign to increase the support. 
The brainwashing of "their own" population has been taken 
as thoroughly natural thing. The analogy with ex totalitary 
regime is perhaps only accidental. The workshops for tea
chers are only bottom of moral swamp.

Admission of Slovakia in NATO is an interest of 
nobody of us. However, much worse problem is existence of 
this organisation as it is, as the military service of global 
class of capitalist elite. Therefore it's impossible to criticise 
NATO by autonomist positions. The only way is different, 
free, non-hierarchical and non-class set-up of society, cal
led also as anarchist Destruction of NATO structure and 
another multinational institutions is only one little step 
on this road. The social revolution, protection of own 
freedom and society is an affair of every one of us.

■

Anti-NATO action in Bratislava - 14 September 2002

-

About 400 people, mainly from 
Slovakia and Czechia took part in 
an illegal march at 14th of 
September in Bratislava during 
3rd Bratislava Street Party. This 
year, the main topics of action 
organised by the group of Slovak 
anarchists with help of Czech com
rades, were campaign against 
NATO and against parliamentary 
democracy, in connection with 
summit of NATO in Prague in 
November and with elections in 
days 20th-21st of September in 
Slovak republic. After static part 
with speeches, live and reproduced 
music and distribution of anarchist 
propaganda, people started the

back with stamps in their pas
sports. But the delegate of CSAF 
Prague managed to get there and in 
his speech he invited people from 
Slovakia to join the November 
action against NATO in Prague. 
Both actions were part of anti- 
NATO campaign and mobilisation 
to demonstrations against NATO 
summit in Prague. Another small 
anti-NATO street party took 
place two weeks ago in a small 
town of Podebrady. About one 
hundred people took part there.

nised by Czech and Slovak comra
des from CSAF. But Slovak police 
made one dangerous precedence 
even before the action. They stop-

1 five Czech anarchists with rea
sons "they are going to take part in 
forbidden action and they are car
rying forbidden materials (that 
means anarchist and antifa)". 
Because of the order of police 
president, they had to leave the 
border and go back.

INTERNATIONAL 
SOLIDARITY

MUST BE OUR ANSWER TO 
INTERNATIONAL 

OPRESSION!

One member of CSAF was arre
sted after trying to prevent them
selves from being photographed 
by secret policeman. The police 
said that he was giving a nazi salut 
(when he covered a police camera 
by his right hand !!!) but he was 
released after several dozens of 
minutes without actual being accu
se. The second guy was arrested 
from still unknown reason. A week 
before this Prague street party 
there were another anti-NATO 
street party in Bratislava 
(Slovakia). Around three hundreds 
people marched through the city 
centre shouting slogans against 
NATO and militarism. A few anar
chists from Czech Republic were 
prevented to cross the borders by 
Slovak border police and were sent

blockade of the most important 
roads in downtown of Bratislava, 
including one of the bridge across 
Danube. In the street, they could 
listened to two speakers of CSAF, 
talking about social and political 
connections of NATO and about 
exploiting and unjust character of 
parliamentary democracy. After 
turning the march in downtown 
with luxurious stores and restau
rants, the cops made the circle 
round demonstrators and forced 
them to continue walking out of 
the main streets. After three hours, 
the march was finished and the 
actions continued by the lecture 
"Globalisation, War, NATO", orga-

*more anarchist news from 
Czechia and .news regarding 
NATO summit in Prague on 
www.csaf.cz. New English section 
there!

nothing when they can be fighting 
for the american way of life. First, 
you can expect to send some people 
over to Iraq to play a heroic role; 
they’ll probably die, but then you 
won't have to worry about them 
coming back and being bums or car 
thieves or anything. At least they’ll 
have done something meaningful 
with their lives. Secondly, there will 
be plenty of jobs for those who are
n’t fit for fighting. Since we are 
equal opportunity employers, we 
especially encourage women to 
apply for these positions. American 
soldiers are particularly fond of 
Polish nurses (but only the young 
ones), and we’d pay them more than 
you do to work in Iraq, so they'd be 
better off. And of course, after the 
war they’re be one hell of a mess, 
and everybody knows that Polish 
cleaning ladies are the best in the 
world. We can even hire older 
women to do those jobs (nobody 
looks at cleaning ladies). Don’t you 
know somebody in your life, 
maybe a mother or aunt, who'd be 
better off with a job in Iraq than sit
ting around the house all day doing 
nothing? Show the government that 
you have more common sense than 
it does when it comes to economics. 
(And you DO have better sense 
than those damned ex-commu
nists!) Your contribution shows that 
you care about F-16s, that you care 
about bombing the hell out of Iraq 
and that you wanna make a bloody 
fortune on the war industry - just 
like us! American-Polish 
Friendship Association, F-16

comments.
One of the different 

leaflets given out was this:
WAR - THE BEST 

SOLUTION FOR THE ECONO
MY! Everybody knows that war 
means millions of dollars in busi
ness - and that means jobs for the 
ones lucky enough to get to partici
pate in one. (Unless of course you'
re on the losing side!) The arms 
business and all realted industries 
already cost, that is bring in, (depe- 
ding is you're on the spending or 
receiving end of the tax money) bil
lions of dollars a year - much more 
if there's a war. Imagine if you 
owned stocks in one of those com
panies like Lockheed Martin - you 
could make a fortune! And if you 
make a fortune, that's good for the 
economy because when you've got 
a lot of money to spend, you can 
hire a gardener and a maid, and a lot 
more people have jobs. War makes 
good economic sense — it's not just 
wasting money, because for every 
$100 we spend on war, somebody 
is getting rich and putting at least 
10% of that money back into the 
economy. Poland should under
stand that war is good for them too, 
because for every $100 they spend 
on war, they can expect at least $1- 
2 dollars to come back into the eco
nomy. (Of course you can't expect 
this system to work as effieciently 
as in the US yet.) The best thing 
though is that war can help to alle
viate your problem with unemploy
ment. It's a sin that so many people 
are sitting around at home doing

•Hi

On Saturday
September 21 the Prague anti-
NATO street party took place.
Around 400 people gathered in a 
park "Tesnov" in the city centre 
and after two hours moved to 
street rally. The march with ban
ners like ”We are killing huma
nely, NATO Lint.” or "Reclaim 
the streets" and red-black flags
blocked traffic on the most busy 
road in Prague for about an hour
before final occupation of one of 
the most busy crossroads for seve
ral hours. People sat on the road,
listened to music of a DJs and
speeches of delegates of anarchist
groups and played football there.
Action finished peacefully after
several hours. Police announced
four arrests, we could confirm two.

Anti-NATO action in Warsaw - 24 September 2002
■......... .........................
On Tuesday

September 24, about 100 people 
held an anti-NATO action in 
Warsaw as the meeting of NATO 
criminals was hold in the city. 
Action was preapared by FA, 
Emancypunx, Food Not Bombs 
and squaters from Black Frog. It 
started off in an ironic way with 
Uncle Sam’antha collecting money 
for Poland to buy F-16s. The action 
was supposed to show that normal 
people give money to help different 
charities but won't give money to 
support war and, by and large, the 
public was very nasty to the war- 
monging american with the NATO 
flag. A chorus of women with 
George Bush's portraits sang funny 
war songs. Many poor inhabitians 
of Warsaw appear to get a warm 
meal from FNB collective. There 
was a big presence of media and 
many interview was given to them. 
Then there was a march to the pre
sidential palace and the american 
embassy. People were shouting old 
slogan “Neither Moscow - nor 
Washington”, as well as “No war 
for our money !”, “NATO fuck 
off from Warsaw. !”, “Bush - 
make your war in Pentagon”. 
Demonstration was not legilized 
but it took the police quite a long 
time to pushed people back from 
the street. Two people were arrested 
in front of the hotel where the 
NATO ministers gathered in 
Warsaw live. They had a banner 
comparing Bush to Hitler. The 
charge for which they were arrested 
was "propagating fascism". No
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AFA/AntiFascist Action - Pula / Monte Paradiso / Croatia
On 2nd of August, 2002. Monte 

Paradiso, already traditional punk festival, began in 
Pula. Even last year during the festival there were 
minor incidents with local fascists. This year we got 
some information concerning their (fascist) prepara
tions for the festival, so we also held several mee
tings in order to prepare the people and the plan for 
the upcoming situation. Two days before Pula, a 
similar punk festival took place in Labin. It lasted for 
two days and there people gathered and discussed 
this problem. While in Labin we already received 
information about fascist attacks on people who had 
arrived to Pula some days earlier. Anyway, in Labin 
we talked about the best possible tactics and came 
up with the plan to form four or five groups of ten 
people and go to the center of the town in order to 
secure strategic points there (like bus and train sta
tions) as well as the road that leads to the festival 
venue. This was planned in order to reduce the 
attacks against the people coming to the festival, 
usually walking in groups of two which had been the 
favourite target for the local fascists. Our tactic 
standpoint was that of defense. The self-defense is 
our usual action tactics in order to fare better if con
tacts with the police should occur.

By the way, the police force in Istria is 
fairly fascistically oriented because, besides the 
minority of extreme Croatian nationalists, it serves 
as a support to enforce the policy of withholding 
Istria within the borders of Croatia. Italian fascists 
claim Istrian territory as well. Also, there we have 
Istrian people with their goals and their leaders in 
the struggle. Moreover, in Istria there is a current 
issue/conflict between Slovenia and Croatia. And 
the last but not the least problem are the fascists cal
led ustasas who want to create the spirit of Croatian 
fighter with ever}7 action they carry out. They want 
to impose the spirit of militarism on Croats, since 
Istria wasn't directly affected by the war in Croatia. 
Few days before the festival, ustasas organized a 
concert of a famous ustasa singer who saluted the 
big crowd in Rijeka in fascist manner by raising his 
right arm after which he continued with ustasas' 
propaganda. At the moment, in Rijeka prison there 
are generals tried for the war crimes, so this is also 
the cause for their activities. When they organize 
demos, they pay 50 E to the people to come, they 
organize free bus transportations from the uninfor
med villages of Zagora region in Dalmatia...

.In any case, some form of open attack 
with media coverage was out of question. We agreed 
to meet in Pula at 12 o'clock, to organize and pro
ceed with the plan. People gathered and formed 
four groups of ten or more male and female comra
des from different countries. Then someone sugge
sted that language barriers might be a problem, but 
it turned out not to be true since everything func
tioned fairly well.

We went to the town and separated. I 
was in the group that was going to Sijana where the 
new bus station is and where the supposed meeting 
point of fascists was. We sat on the benches to wait 
for the bus that was about to arrive. After some time 
we were informed from the people there that the 
people who were sitting in the park were making 
comments about us and how many of us was there... 
The people from the park had normal summer clo
thes, but when a car full of people pulled over to the 
nearby parking lot we knew that something was 
about to happen. We knew which types of cars had 
been used during the previous attacks, and that car 
on the parking lot corresponded to one of the des
criptions. We contacted the group that was closest to 
us and called them to move to our position. At that 
time one more group that was informed about the 
situation arrived. This was the beginning.

Around seven fascists gathered around 
the car and started taking clubs from the trunk. I 
have to admit that they had balls and that this film- 
like performance caused some disturbances on our 
side, so that at one point we had to encourage peo
ple to stay because running away would give fascists 
psychological advantage. We had expected such 
thing to happen and prepared for it - let them appro
ach us and then shoot from the gas gun. After they 
heard the first sound from the gun they started run
ning away and around 30 people started to chase 
them. The bus station was in chaos, fascists were

dispersed and trying to flee. We spent a bit too much 
time trying to catch them, so soon we were oursel
ves caught by the special police squad. They took us 
to the police station, together with couple of fascists 
who received normal treatment, whereas we didn't. 
Twenty of us were disarmed, put in a hall and told 
that they would personally make sure that these 
objects were never to be given back to us.

After the short questioning the story 
was set up so that we turned out to be villains, while 
fascists would come into the room and identify us 
for every question the cops asked. We were even 
accused for damaging and robbing the car they took 
their weapons from!?! This lasted for about one 
hour after which they released those of us who were 
the citizens of Croatia. The foreigners were retained 
and insulted with typical statements - "Why did you 
come here? Why the fuck can't you speak Croatian? 
What are you doing here if you can't speak 
Croatian? If you want to say something to me say it 
in Croatian..." For the whole time we were bolstered 
by some 60 people gathered outside the police sta
tion. But fascists also had two men talking to the 
police for the whole time in front of the building. 
We were released, but the foreigners were retained 
from 14h to around 17h. After that they were relea
sed too but the police kept their documents and they 
had to show up at the court the next morning. I per
sonally spoke to a journalist and told him my version 
of the story which left him speechless and hard to 
believe. When he asked the cops about what had 
happened that afternoon he was told that nothing 
significant had happened. When he asked for the 
mass fight at the bus station, he was told that it had 
been nothing and that there was nothing to write 
about.

By the end of the day we had to inter
vene several times and there were also some more 
injured people. The fascists were shooting from an 
air-rifle from a car and hurt our comrade from 
Antifascist Action from Slovenia. I have to say that 
initiative for this kind of organized approach in Pula 
was taken by Antifascist Actions from Slovenia and 
Croatia and they participated in the realization of 
the action, but the support came mainly from the 
punk movement people gathered at the festival, 
mostly from young people whereas the situation 
with older ones was more confusing. People were 
acting like that was not their concern. But we must 
and can do without those who are not present.

I also have to say that, when asked 
about the situation with the fascists, the people from 
Pula would answer that there was no such thing and 
that all that was not a problem. However, the con
flicts during that time were big and frequent. The 
next day fascists even more intensely continued to 
speed around in their cars and attack smaller groups 
of people. When the night fell they approached the 
barracks where the festival took place so that we 
went out again to chase them, to set the ambushes 
for them and to fall into their ambushes, and it went 
on in circles. Until the special squad showed up 
again. This time they found a shaken off gas gun, 
which contributed to make the situation more 
serious. All of the sudden they wanted to cooperate 
and asked for the information that we have. And we 
gave them those information. All the number-plates 
that we wrote down have expired long time before. 
The police set up their patrols in that part of the 
town, so that the intensity of the attacks was redu
ced, but nevertheless some incidents occurred that 
night.

People who ended up at the court had 
to pay around 400 E for their violations (which was 
possession of clubs during the fight). This sum of 
money was for five people. Some of the money was 
collected at the festival, some of it was collected 
among the people and one part was given by the 
organizers of Monte Paradiso festival.

In the end, everything was covered by 
the papers because it was too big to be concealed. 
But when I reflect on it now - it would be better if 
it didn't happen because the press presented the 
whole situation in a very superficial and sensationa- 
listic way. We will continue with our struggle. With 
every action we're getting better The fight goes on. 
AFA (Croatia)

Report on criminalization of anarchist
and anti-fascist community in Bialystok/Poland

with some history of Anti-Fascist resistance •r
by ABC Bialystok

Bialystok is a 300 000 city in North-East of Poland. It has proudhistory of Anti- 
Fascist resistance going back to II World War. In present times we can see again 
old monsters rising their ugly heads. Almost since beginning of organized nazi 
movement in Bialystok, militant anti-fascist groups emerged. First they were just 
little groups of very dedicated, militant activist, then movement grew bigger and 
bigger, there were more actions and nazis started slowly loosing control over 
streets. Few times in our recent history we faced new waves of nazi activity but 
there were always people who opposed them directly and without limits. It costed 
us a lot. Few years ago one of our friends got killed in suspicious circumstances in 
a city 80 kilometres from Bialystok, killed by unknown nazis. Many people suffe
red continuous harrasment of themselves and their families, many people suffered 
pfysical injuries. Still, resistance never stopped. On a place of activist who left 
movement, there were new ones, situation changed dramatically in last two years. 
We managed to squat a place in Bialystok which became center of all anarchist and 
alternative activity. Our movement received many new people and a lot of energy. 
Almost immadietely this place became priority target for nazis. Till now it was 
attacked about 40 times, from small groups throiwing stones to regular attacks with 
30-40 nazis throwing molotovs etc. We resisted all the time. Moreover, we decided 
not to wait for them but attack them first. We formed something what we call 
Antifa Patrol- group of anti-fascist street fighters patrolling streets of Bialystok 
and attacking nazis everywhere. We started being succesful in driving nazis out of 
streets, although we are far away from coplete success. Compiling this together 
with the fact, that we managed to defend our squat few times against police and 
we destroyed their public relations image totally, someone decided to fight us with 
another means. We expereinced something what never happened before-planned 
and cynical criminalization of our movement. Our people became landing in 
custody and jails for almost everything.
Present legal situation of our groups is very7 serious:
- one person from the squat is finishing his prison sentence for assault on a nazi 

skinhead (he will be out at the end of Septemebr/beginning of October 2002)
- another activist just received 2 years on 5 years probation for alleged assault with 
dangerous weapon, action he never took part in, but nevertheless he spent 4 
months in jail for that
- 5 people are framed in assault on a singer of a nazi band from here, one person 
additionally charged with threatening behaviour
- one anarchist already7 having sentence in probation (2 for 4 years) for assault and 
robbery7 on nazi skinhead, now is being framed up in grevious body harm, after he 
succefully7 defeneded himself along with other Anti-Fascist against nazi attack. 
This charge can end up in 10 years sentence for him.
- one anarchist charged with assault and robbery on a nazi skinhead, he pleaded 
guilty and is awaiting a trial (he preferred to admit his "guilt" becasue he was caught 
by police moment after attack on nazis)
- one person charged with violent resistance and insulting a police officer after 
cops raided a squat in an attept to evict it
- two squatters charged with attept to break to police radio transmitter
- over 20 misdemeanor trials for things like participation in illegal gathering, failing 
to disperse on police request, not giving an ID to police officer etc.
While we never surrendered and we continue to fight nazis and authority all 
the time, we need your help to continue our struggle and not to get stuck 
with legal proceedings. Therefore if you can help us with money for our 
activity and trials, or you can send us some interesting materials to use like 
leaflets, stickers, vidoe films etc, we would be more than happy!

ABC Bialystok/ANTIFA
PO BOX 43,150662 BIALYSTOK 26 

POLAND
for things like prisoner support and similar stuff contact soja2@poczta.onet.pl

Neo-Nazis attacks on IAS activists 
in cities of Sabac and Novi Sad (Serbia)

At 22 July accrued two attacks by Neo-Nazis and fascists on 
members of IAS - Initiative for Anarcho-syndicate in two different cities of 
Serbia. First one happened in city of Sabac where local group was recently for
med. Two of our members were attacked by Neo-Nazi skinhead without apparent 
reason. Of course our members defended themselves and skinhead was thrown 
from top of a bridge, and most probably his life is now in danger.

Second attack happened just several hours later in city of Novi Sad. 
Serbian fascist group called "Obraz” was sticking their posters all over the city. 
Two of our members from Novi Sad local group were destroying the posters when 
three members of "Obraz" appeared. After some verbal fighting one of fascists 
had hit one of our members in the back. Again our members responded and head 
and arm of the attacker is now broken, two other fascists had run away7 and our 
members even called the ambulance to help heavily wounded fascist.

This two examples show that rise of extreme right in Serbia is not an 
"illusion" and "nonsense" as many of the media here is trying to present. Fascist 
and Nazis are raving out there and we have to be ready for a fight with them in 
every moment! «

Long live class war! 
Anarcho-syndicalist greet

IAS 
Initiative for anarcho-syndicate

www.inicijativa.org
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ANARCHIST BEACH CROSS

ANARCHIST 
BLACK 

CRESCENT 
ABC' TURKEY

The trial of 5 Turkish anarchists 
from Usak, judged with the claim 
of helping a (so called) illegal ter
ror organization, has just ended 
and all of them have been acquit
ted! The court started on 10:15 
with participation of 30 anar
chists (for solidarity) and ended 
about 11:35.

Thanx to all comrades 
for their solidarity! 

In the name of 
a world without prisons!

Anarchist Black Crescent 
Anarsist Kara Ay - Ankara 
abcankara@yahoo.com

ABC 
BELARUS
A Belarussian Anarchist 

is Cruelly Beaten 
by Policemen

On the night of 7-8 September, in 
Belarus (East European coun
try), in the city of Grodno, a 
group of 10-15 people was going 
back from a birthday party. 
Suddenly two police cars drove 
up to them and policeman star
ted pushing the people into the 
cars. Stas Pochobut, a 26-year 
old Belarussian anarchist, the 
"Navinki" newspaper reporter 
and the leader of the punk-band 
"Deviation", was attacked just for 
asking the policemen's docu
ments and was put into hand
cuffs. The policemen started 
beating him right in the car. On 
the arrival at the police depart
ment a member of the Active 
Communities Confederation 
"Razam!" ("Together!") Zmitser 
Dul'ko was also arrested. All the 
rest people were released. Stas 
Pochobut was being cruelly bea
ten over all this time by the poli
cemen. especially by the one cal
led Valerii Shpakevitch. Stas's 
brother Andrei Adliamtskii, a jour
nalist, arrived at the police

department and insisted on cal
ling the emergency. But when 
Andrei informed the police about 
his intention to sue to the Public 
Prosecutor's Office, he was 
immediately accused of hooliga
nism and arrested as well. Andrei 
got a warning from the judge, he 
and Zmitser will appear in court 
on the 11th of September to get 
their final verdicts. Stas is in still 
in hospital, in neurology depart
ment. His facial bones are bro
ken and the doctor says that his 
eyesight can be badly ruined. 
Verdicts and phone numbers of 
the Public Prosecutor's Office will 
be added later. Pictures of Stas: 
http://www.razam.by.rU/actions/0 
9 0 9 0 2 / s t a s 1 - jpg 
http://www.razam.by.rU/actions/0 
90902/stas2.jpg 
http://www.razam.by.rU/actions/0 
9 0 9 0 2 7 r u k i 1 .jpg 
http://www. razam.by. ru/actions/O 
90902/ruki2.jpg Pictures of the 
policemen and Valerii 
Shpakevitch: 
http://www.razam.by.rU/actions/0 
90902/kazly.jpg 
http://www.razam.by. ru/actions/O 
90902/szpak.jpg Andrei
Pochobut (Stas's brother): 375- 
(0152)-31 -30-46, (0152J-33-46- 
46, e-mail: kds-razam@tut.by , 
antyfa@mail.ru Neurosurgery 
Department of Grodno 
Emergency Hospital: (01522) 2- 
45-33 The Public Prosecutor's 
Office of Lenin District of Grodno 
(0152) 72-27-20 (Prosecutor's 
Deputy - Strel'tsova Elena 
Viktorovna) Military Prosecutor's 
Office of Grodno - (0152) 73-02- 
07 (Prosecutor - Kalinovskii 
Viktor Pavlovitch) Police 
Department of Lenin District of 
Grodno - (0152) 79-74-40

* * *

Stas has undergone surgery and 
will be in the hospital for two 
weeks. The military prosecutors 
in Grodno will not take up the 
case - only the Leninski Regional 
Prosecutors are working on it. 
There were already a few witnes
ses called and tomorrow the 
investigator, Shisko, will take 
Stas' testimony. The fax at the 
Leninski Prosecutor's Office is 
375-152-72-37-57 and the 
Deputy Prosecutor is Elena 
Viktorovna Streltsova.

ABC ACK 
POLAND

Maciek in prison 
for daring to criticize 

the anti-human policies 
of the government

Maciej Horoszko from Anarchist 
Federation section Szczecin has 
been sentenced for 10 days of 
arrest for chaining himself in a 
court in protest against the conti
nuing imprisonment of antifascist 
Tomasz Wilkoszewski (senten
ced for 15 years for unintentional 
killing of a fascist in self-defence
- he has served about 5 years of 
this sentence). Maciej will appeal 
this decision which - as he stated
- "reminds us of the times when 
people were put into prison for 
daring to criticize the anti-human 
policies of the government". 
Maciej asks for faxes to the 
Regional Court of Szczecin 
expressing outrage for the 
attempts to silence the right of 
protest. S±d Rejonowy w 
Szczecinie IV Wydzial Karny fax 
(4891) 433-35-28

ABC 
SLOVENIA

The first trial in the case 
AC Molotov 

against 
SZ Slovenian Railway

Salud! Yesterday, 6.9., we had a 
first trial in the case: AC Molotov 
(a squat in Ljubljana, Slovenia, 
which they want to evict since
11.7.) against its owner 
Slovenske Zeleznice (SZ; 
Slovenian Railway Company). 
All together was very funny and 
dumb. There were 9 of us, repre
senter of SZ; lawyers and the 
judge, who were the only-one 
speaking. The first question of 
SZ's lawyer was if we think to go 
out. Our answer was NO. Then 
she said there was unformal 
agreement between us and per
sons from the Museum, than we 
have to respect it and go out.

Later, she said she doesn't know 
about the agreement, because it 
was said by us. Ofcourse, in rea
lity, no-one informed us about 
going out at that time. Their 
lawyer coludn't say more than 
her meaning that this is a private 
property and if Slovenia is a state 
of law then there is no question 
who is right. The real question of 
this trial was if the Company 
knew the fact that we live there. If 
they did, then their accusation of 
disturbing the property has no 
meaning, because they set up a 
law suit too late (according to the 
law, the owner can put an accu
sation of disturbing the property 
to 30 days after s/he founds out 
that the person is using his/her 
property). On the question of the 
judge if they knew about the fact 
that we live there, their lawyer 
said she doesn't know and they 
must ask the witnesses - the 
workers of Railway Museum. 
She claimed she has never been 
in Molotov and later that they 
couldn't indentify the persons 
because there are about 60 peo
ple going in and out and lots of 
them under 18. When we applied 
as witnesses in the next trial, she 
asked if we can tell also the year 
of our birth, because we don't 
look so old.
Our lawyer gave next evidene- 
ces about SZ's knowing of our 
living in AC Molotov: two televi- 
son shows in winter (we squatted 
the place on new year 02), artical 
in newspaper (about FNB), key 
from the doors (we made it toget
her with the person from 
Museum, because it's the same 
buliding) and police records 
(from new year, they visited 
Molotov more than 30 times, 
identifying the inhabitants).
They were speaking also about 
sanitary inspection and they cali- 
med it came alone (they didn't 
call it). Here, SZ made another 
violation, because they would 
have, according to the statement 
made by inspection, to disinfect 
the place totally. They coludn't 
made this with dredger and barri
cading the windows of the house. 
Their lawyer finally confesses 
that they wanted to destroy the 
house (even if they still don't 
have persmission to destroy nor 
to bulid). Thus, the next trial is on 
22 October with 6 witnesses 
defending Avtonomna Cona 
Molotov and 2 witnesses to
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Autonomous Action networks conference in Krasnodar
speak in favour of Slovenian 
Railway Company. This is just a 
starting point. If we want to conti
nue (this will happen if we don't 
find another house and we can 
keep this one for a year, two, we 
don't know), the next big trial is 
about violations of human rights 
made by SZ and G7 (private secu
rity company) and then comes the 
final trial with decision when we 
have to go out. I think, we won't 
come to the end of the trial, 
because we need another house 
(we have no water and electricity; 
Mirovni Institut, organization that 
is sponsoring our lawyer gave lots 
of money already for these char
ges and it can happen that they 
throw us out in winter). We made 
a plan of direct actions if the city 
doesn't give us another house for 
at least 3 years!
Just to mention that the day befo
re the trial came police with order 
from the judge to search the 
house, because SZ put an accu
sation of stealing the electricity. 
They didn't find what they were 
looking for (a certain cable) and 
for first time they were acting 
almost all according to the rules 
(they wrote a record with our com
plaints, waited for the lawyer). 
They were too much nice, with 
questions like: "do you maybe 
know who could connected elec
tricity?" etc.). As they didn't get the 
person who connected the cables, 
the accusation has no meaning.
For the end - today the smdicats 
from Railway Company are 
having demonstrations, because 
the Company will be soon privati
sed. In general that means it won't 
work in favour of the people (what 
public transport should stand for), 
but in favour of capital. It means 
more explotation of the workers 
and higher prices for the people, 
who's only transport is train. 
...a las barricadas.....

I ABC I 
RUSSIA I

Evgeni Novozhilov is free

An anti-war activist from 
Krasnodar, Russia, Evgeni 
Novozhilov has been liberated 
from the mental hospital to which 
he was imprisonedlast autumn. 
Thanks to everyone who contribu
ted to the campaign, organised by 
Autonomous Action of Krasnodar 
and other Russian anarchists and 
radicals.

This text we have reci- 
ved from an american anarchist 
which during his stay in Europe 
has a possibility to take a part of 
AA conference and sent his 
report about it before any of 
Russian activists did it. We 
would like to thank for that as 
well as for great feeling of kee
ping it in simple version of 
english what make this report 
understandable for more acti
vists around Europe (especially 
Eastern E.)

I have been asked to 
write an article on the Autono
mous Action networks bi-annual 
conference, from an observers 
view. In issue 5 of AbolishingBB, is 
the manifesto and information on 
A.A.

About 45 members of 
A.A., and a few supporters and 
some observers, camped on a lake 
outside of Krasnodar city. During 
the days were meetings, and in the 
evening was’swimming, socializing, 
and the occasional singing of revo
lutionary songs or Russian and 
Georgian folks songs. It would not 
be right for me to describe in detail 
the members of A.A. 
(for security reasons), 
but I can say, it was a 
welcoming mix of peo
ple. A.A. is not just 
anarcho-punks 
(though, naturally there 
are some involved), but 
an excellent mix of 
workers, students, 
young and old, platfor- 
mists, anarcho-com- 
munists, an anarcho- 
feminist collective, 
intellectuals, and some who quit 
right wing organizations, people 
from all different backgrounds 
from all over Russia. Only six of 
the nine groups (A.A. is based off 
of groups by city, not collectives, 
as well as individual members) 
could attend the meeting, because 
of the size of Russia
and the travel costs involved. But 
they met their quorum.

At this point, A.A. is still 
growing an not yet a Platformist 
federation, but they are certainly 
heading in this direction (a good 
thing, as I am involved in a platfor
mist federation). The discussions 
are free flowing, and very heated at 
times. The projects of various 
groups varied, but A.A. is trying to 
focus its actions on a few areas of 
resistance. Anti-fascist actions is 
considered among the most impor

tant, especially with the urban- 
dwelling members. Fascists are a 
big problem in Russia, in Moscow 
I was told there are as many as 
5,000 assorted nazi-skinheads, 
fascist militia groups, and ultra
right wing parties (not included are 
typical racists and nationalists). 
Propaganda is the main weapon, 
though some other actions have 
worked too. Also, recruiting from 
the fascist parties, and embracing 
those who leave the fascist organi
zations. For many young people in 
Russia are disillusioned, and 
Fascists parties are very alluring. 
Many quickly become disillusioned 
with the fascists as well as the state, 
and fortunately, finally find the 
anarchists. The problem facing 
anarchists in Russia, is the strength 
and visibility of both Fascist 
groups as well as Communist par
ties, while anarchists are still relati
vely small (but growing) and, like 
everywhere else in the world, 
demonized by the media. But disil
lusioned people, realizing that 
fascism sucks, are trickling into 
A.A.

The federation magazi

ne, AUTONOM (ABTOHOM), 
has attracted some people who 
never understood anarchism, or 
heard only lies about it. Autonom 
is now up to issue 18, and has 
grown every issue and now presses 
1,500 copies per issue. The maga
zine itself was the center of deba
te too. It is, for sure, very punk and 
black bloc culture in its layout an 
imagery. Some within A.A. feel it 
is time to change the publication to 
be more appealing to regular peo
ple, while others feel it is accom
plishing successful outreach, 
others wish to focus more on 
domestic issues, and others want a 
theoretical magazine. It is hoped 
that eventually there could be more 
publications from A.A., each focu
sing on one the topics mentioned 
above. But costs are high, wages 
are low. Also, the communist par

ties have a better financial situation 
and produce dailies which cover 
domestic issues. It would be diffi
cult, at this point, to compete with 
these newspapers.

AA does have other 
publications produced by mem
bers, and supporters. There is an 
anarcho-feminist magazine which 
will be available in the fall. 
Another magazine produced in 
Moscow by supporters of A.A., 
deals with cultural, artistic, and 
satirical pieces reflecting young 
political peoples views. There are 
leaflets and other smaller, simpler 
publications as well, but none are 
as well known as Autonom. 
Supporters of A.A. do not have 
much say in the federation, but do 
work with members on local pro
jects, which, naturally strengthens 
their actions, as well as allows pos
sible future members easy access 
to the federation, so that it does 
not appear cliquish at all.

Other projects discussed 
or in the works, range from crea
ting social centers and info shops 
to a book program for children 
who now have to pay 100% costs 

for there school 
books (in the past it 
was 30%). There is a 
plan to begin organi
zing collectives or 
housing unions based 
on apartment bloc 
buildings. Another 
group from Siberia 
proposed something 
which will go beyond 
the collectivizing of 
farm land to the, 
point of abolishing 

money within the village. 
Unfortunately, and I mean no dis
respect, but I could not fully 
understand the entire plan due to 
translation limitations.

Other problems addres
sed within the federation is deci
sion making policy outside of con
ferences (a common debate within 
geographically large federations, in 
my opinion.) Especially conside
ring only about 75% of A.A. mem
bers have access to internet, and 
the post within Russia can
take a painfully long time.

In the end, everyone 
seemed satisfied with the conferen
ce. The final decision was to col
lectively break the federations past 
rule forbidding intoxication during 
a meeting, and fine Russian vodka 
poured.
C^olgos^ (Barricada, NEEAC-Boston)
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VICTORY OF “AC MOLOTOV" ?
A N U I* l» A T E O N 

“ A V <> N <> M N A
SITUATION IN A SQUATTED AREA 
C O N A M O E O T O V ” I N E.I U R E.I A N A

Autonomna Cona Molotov is a kind of 
a social centre of alternative culture and auto
nomous politics. The place was squatted in 
Decembre last year and since then, Molotov 
provides place for various political and cultural 
groups and 15 people to live in. In seven 
months, the place started to live in full political 
and cultural program.
At the beginning of the summer (11.7.), the pla
ce's became a victim of represion by state's 
aparat and later of illegal acting of its owner - 
Slovenian Railway Company. 7.7. police made 
an illegal violent action - a house search - 
against squatters with their aim to criminalise 
AC Molotov. This was just a preface for the 
action, planned by its owner. On 11.7. the evic
tion started, made by Slovenian Railway 
Company with the help of privite security com
pany G7 and police and secret intelligence ser
vice. They wanted to evict a place immediately, 
to destroy it and keep it ''safe", but it didn't work 
SO....
Squatters, with the help of local activists and 
support network, started a big supporting cam
paign for AC Molotov. With the start of eviction 
started also a big and long struggle for keeping 
the house. Activists occupied the roof and 
place around Molotov, because security guards 
closed the house and no-one was allowed to 
come in. Thus, 15 people were kept inside the 
house for 7 days, until the owners finally agree 
to start a dialog with squatters. In the meanti
me, the festival of support was organised 
infront of the house and it lasted about two 
weeks (theatre, concerts, performances, video 
projections...). There was also a big internatio
nal support campaign of solidarity going on. In 
Zagreb a protest was organized infront of 
Slovenian Ambassy, while letters from all 
around the globe were sent to the owners and 
other persons guilty for such injustice. The 
result of the support campaign was very positi
ve and succesufull.
First, the campaing influenced the national 
media, which provided a place for the start of 
public discussion about autonomus places - 
squats, automomen political acting and alterna
tive culture. Squatters organized several press 
conferences, gave interviews and explanations, 
in which they accused unlegitimate and illegal 
acting of the owners against squatters. The 
support was rising thanx to the media cam
paign and their presence gave squatters a 
chance to show themselves in public and to 
fight for the right for a place and activities. Next 
victory was that Railway Company, G7 and poli
ce were stopped in illegal evicting, again thanx 
to media and public support. In spite of all that, 
various incidents, provocations and violence 
aganist squatters continued, but bigger illegal 
actions were prevented. All situation also for
ced the owners to start with the dialog, for 
which the squatters were calling from the 
beginning. It happened in the form of two mee
tings between Railway Company and AC 
Molotov. The request of the owners was that we 
go out until the end of august. The answer was 
:"We - inhabitants, activists and supporters of 
AC Molotov, will not and can not leave the 
place, until we find alternative location." That's 
why AC Molotov called for all competents and 
for all people, who could help with finding of 

new location for autonomous zone. It was also 
pointed out that we could avoid problems in the 
future if we don't have to take illegal way to get 
a new place. Help was offered from various 
nongovernment organizations and institutes, 
cultural, youth, animalliberation and political 
organizations, mayor (municipality of Ljubljana) 
and ombudsman (human rights organiza- 
tion).The city offered us a place, but it was too 
small and for too short time (a year or maybe 
more). We deceided not to take it and they in a 
way washed their hands, even if they gave a 
word that they are still searching a house for us. 
We gave them a list of empty houses and ask 
that at least to help us with getting contact with 
the owner, but their answer 
was...silence.Despite all the promises, there is 
still no salvation.
On 11.8. a festival was organized, which reminded 
for a month-lasting struggle for Molotov and a month- 
lasting represion against it. Security guards and poli
ce were presented 24 a day until 15.8., when they 
finally moved out from squatted area. Railway 
Company put accusations against squatters and 
squatters against acting of the owners, their viola
tions of basic human rights (we were denied access 

interest in supporting us. If we lose the lawyer, it 
means we lose the house in not more than 15 
days.The only ones left are the Student 
Organization, which gave money for us, and Youth 
organization, which still wants to help us with finding 
the new place.
That's why, we deceided to keep pressure on those 
people, who promised us so much help at the begin- 
nig, and to demand new place before winter or to 
guarantie us to stay in Molotov through winter. We 
beleieve, we will have to find a place on our own.
With Molotov, we saw how much corruption and ille
gal actings exsist in the state, which proclaimed itself 
for democratic! We are ready to make public action 
of liberating desert places and attacking the private 
property. Our plan is to squat in public empty deserts 
places, which could provide developing of social 
experiment - creating of alternatives and set up of 
free and legitimate autonomus zone in Ljubljana. We 
have enough energy, will and power! We beleieve in 
ourselves and in our struggle, so we cant wait for the 
conclusion of story of AC Molotov, when we will loud
ly and clearly demand our rights! Freedom is in our 
hands! Struggle goes on unitil the final victory! 
Check update on story: www.acmolotov.org
Report by Tine & Maja

of food and water while we 
were kept inside etc.) and 
illegal and violent actings of 
police and G7 (private com- 
panys are doing lots of vio
lations with evictings of 
people's homes without 
legal papers, with using 
force etc., but no-one until 
now charged them of this, 
because of lack of know
ledge and will of exploited 
people). First order from the 
judge was that security 
must leave the place and 
another was that the owner 
has a right to put off the 
electricity and water.
Today, AC Molotov looks 
quite similar as before. 
Security and police are 
gone, program and life in 
Molotov goes on, even 
without water and (someti
mes) electricity. We find our 
alternative ways, but the 
way till finaly victory is still 
very long. The trial on court 
started in September and 
next one is at the end of 
October. We want to conti
nue with the process to 
disable the G7 company 
and to keep Molotov for lon
ger time, even if at the end 
we will lose and we will 
have to go out. The bigger 
problem is, that after big 
support campaign, we star
ted to lose our “supporters". 
Journalists started with arti
cles, which show no more 
respect and undersanding 
for us, and organization 
which was giving us money 
for legal support lost their 

Congratulations AC MOLOTOV ill
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This years' summer ended with the 
second No Border Camp in Slovenia. It lasted from
28.8. till 1.9. 2002 in a small village called Sredisce in 
North East of Slovenia. Camp structure was set on 

NO BORDER CAMP 
SLOVENIJA 2002

the Art Center grounds, that is 200 metres from the 
Hungarian border. It was not far from the »triple bor- 
der« and close to two deportation centres in the vil
lages Prosenjakovci and Vidonci. Therefore the loca
tion was well put, the only problem was the distance 
from the surounding towns and villages.

The camp was succesful. Most of the pro
gram came true, new ideas were developed, new 
contacts made, people learned to work together, net
work of resistance has grown stronger. Camp repre
sents new and important experiance for the local 
movement and a succesful action against the system 
of excludation, for a world of many worlds. Around 
100 people from Slovenia, Croatia, Austria, Czech 
Republic, Italy, Belgium, Mexico and USA came. We 
expected more international participation, which 
would give a more concrete note of a global action to 
the camp.

Because the purpose of the camp was also to 
make contacts to local population and to inform people of 
the subjects with wich we deal with, was on a local popu
lation initiative organised a football match between the 
participants of the camp and local footbal club 
Domanjsevci. Before the match a Camp delegation visi
ted both nearby Deportation centers. They wanted to invi
te »foreigners« to join the football tournament. Of course 
policemen and supervisee did not allow them to do that 
but they allowed the delegation to introduce themselves.

They distributed passports of 
global citizenship issued by 
the camp, and the refugees 
were wery enthusiastic about 
the activism and solidarity 
and the purpose of the 
camp. During the visit in 

fence into the forest. We do 
not know what happened to 
them, but we hope they 
deserted state border suc- 
cesfuly. Because we did not 
succed to bring the refugees 
to the game, the match was 
played between the Camp 
and the local club

Infastructure was well set, because the 
Art center had extremely good conditions for the 
camp. We organised an Infopoint where people could 
get all the information concerning the camp. There 
was a lot of info material available, publications of 
Mirovni Institut and anarchist literature of AFA distri

Domanjsevci. There was a lot of supporters and we intro
duced ourselves and distributed materials. The camp lost 
the match but we invited people to join the camp. Some 
of them later did, so the match was a succesful contact to 
local inhabitants.

There were two other actions. The first action 

against NATO. We will organise a big antiNATO 
festival in Ljubljana in October and a main 
demonstration against Slovenian future mem
bership. Sadly we could not agree on date of this 
demonstration, should we organize it at the time 
of the Prague summit, before it or after it. 
Although we decided the following: mobilisation 
for contra-summit in Prague will be organised 
intensively. Its participation in mobilisation, pre
parations and actions of kontra-summit has been 
affirmed by the activists of Slovenia and Croatia 
(AFA Ljubljana, AFA Zagreb, Independent Trade 
Unions of Slovenia, Say No to NATO! It's 
Enoughl... and inidividual activists from different 
groups). We decided to organize additional mee
tings on mobilisation for Prague in Ljubljana and 
Zagreb. Probably the main demonstrations 
against NATO will take place in Ljubljana and 
Zagreb a few weeks before the Prague summit - 
that climax of local antinato groups is achieved 
and to encourage the Prague mobilisation.

The final action for the conclusion of the 
camp was on Sunday with the solidarity action in 
Deportation center in Vidonci. We could not decide on 
the strategy for the action so in the end the caravan 
of the Camp of approximately 60 people headed to 
Center and performed a carnival of support. Cheering 
slogans NO BORDER NO NATION NO DEPORTA
TION! and drumming - activists entered throug the 
hole under the fence and went on the center yard. 
Police tried to prevent us from coming into the centre, 
but they couldn't. We sang, danced together, get to 
know eachother. We made interviews with imprisoned 
people about their stories, introduced ourselves and 
called for abolishing of all borders between people. 
The police did not react, and the action ended very 
succesfull. Later we gave the refugees the maps 
with hints where they are and where to go when 
escaping.

Police was working all time of the camp. 
Activists and actions were controled and monitored 
and police wanted the owner of the Art center to be 
their spy. Their main interest was to collect infor
mations on mobilisation and coordination for 
Prague. Probably because the last years camp in 
Slovenia was later charged by the Italian Ministry of

bution was avilable to buy and every day there were 
organisation meetings and discussions. In the same 
building was a Press center with a non-stop internet 
access and a working PR group who was in charge 
for public relations and journalists. On camp web site 
were daily reports of the camp. In Press center was a 
daily video workshop which product is a film video 
diary of this years camp. Under two large tents were 
meetings, lectures, discussions, workshops, video 
projections, social evenings, breakfasts and dinners. 
Kitchen and food providence was in the hands of 
Food Not Bombs collective. Meals were twice a day 
(or even more), for donations and plentiful. Next to the 
Art center building was a place for camping.

By its contents the camp was divided in to 
four theme complexes: The curse of borders, 
Disobedience, No Nato, and Creativity without 
borders. There were a lot of activities on this topics, 
practical and theoretical The purpose of the camp 
was to develop, upgrade and strenghten local struc
tures and movement, to cooperate with local commu
nities and to attack the system who builds newage 
concentration camps such as deportation centers and 
similar. Most of the actions and program was directed 
to these aims.

Opening began with a plennary meting 
where we introduced eachother, agreed on camps 
functioning and introduced the program and some 
ideas about it. There were daily workshops: pottery, 
ceramics, sculpturing, joggling, drummers, banners 
making... Many different groups, stories and projects 
introduced themselves such as I KAPAK - a solidari
ty movement for refugees problems, AC MOLOTOV - 
a concrete movement of creating the alternatives, 
Rome community and their problems, video activists 
and other artists... Every evening were video projec
tions and social evenings. Before the beginning of the 
camp the No Border Camp newspaper was issued 
with the introduction of cooperative groups and acti
vists, camp program and all things that set us to orga
nize such camp. It was distributed where the actions 
were taking place and it informed people about the 
problems that camps of this kind warns of and deals 
with.

was in Gornja Radgona on a agricultural fair where we 
distributed our materials, had a joggling performance and 
a performance on illegal refugees. We talked to people 
about the bad sides of Slovenia joining NATO and similar 
problems. A similar action took place in Murska Sobota. 
Mainly the reflections of locals were very positive, every
one wanted to talk to us, share opinions and to know our 
stands. Once again we found out how many people 
are against NATO and Slovenia joining it.

There were four lectures on the Camp on 
Friday. Anton Komat lectured "Nutritional totalitarism and 
modern corporations" where he demonstrated which cor
porations have the monopol over the poisoning and 
genetic engineering of food and pharmaceutical indu
stry. He talked about the dirty game these corporatins 
play in the name of profit. Andrej Horvat and Ana 
Potoenik lectured on "Gathering resources from the 
international funds", Stojan Habjancic on "Ecological 
building of straw houses" and Dejan Rengeoon »Use 
of hemp on daily basis". All lectures were interesting 
with discussions after.

On Saturday were organised two sympo
siums with international participation in a castle Grad. 
First was titled »The alternatives to the neoliberal 
globalisation" moderated by Andrej Kurnik, lectured 
by Francois Houtart, professor Emeritus on the 
University of Louvain in Belgium, director of the 
Three-continents-centre and the editor of the magazi
ne Alternatives Sud; Francesco Ruparelli, editor of 
the magazine Posse; and dr. Darij Zadnikar, activist of 
Dost je! and lecturer at the Faculty of Education in 
Ljubljana. It was a discussion of a newage Empire, 
global capitalism and fighting in the alternatives. 
Second symposium was titled »No NAT0« modera
ted by Marta Gregordid, AC Molotov activist and 
Fellow Researcher at the Faculty of Arts in Ljubljana. 
Three authors of a book No Nato - give us Peace lec
tured, we discussed strategies of actions against 
Slovenian joining NATO. Saturday night ended with a 
NATO FUCKT concert with three bands playing.

On meetings on NATO subject we deci
ded on a wider local campaign in September, 
October and November. We deciced on a more 
proggressive program, more wider actions 

Internal Affairs that there were made plans for 
aggressive, violent and illegal actions in Genoa. 
Funny, but true. We did not take them seriously and 
made fun of them all the time.

Camp was very succesful and we already 
began organisation for the next one next summer at 
the same place.

PROTI SISTEMU IZKLJUCEVANJA! 
ZA SVET MNOGOTERIH SVETOV!

Report by Tine & Dunja 
You can find more details, reports and photos on :

www. acmolo to v. org/noborder
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AACTIV-IST NEWSLETTER # 1 AUGUST 2002
Romanian anarchist/anti-authoritarian/anarcho-punk activities up-date

MAYDAY ROMANIA,v
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AACTIV-IST Library
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This place will be a natural continuation of the Aactiv- 
ist distro and will carry much more than what you will 
find in the distro. Because it depends a lot on the sue-

the people who were happy to see us there ( some 
people were coming at us and finger-pointed the nazis 
saying ’’look it will be great we will have material for 
the anti fa workshop"?

The place Periam Port is a small village at 50 km from 
the city of Timisoara, and it's placed on the river

Aactivist is an anu-autoritharian autonomous coflecti-'A%VAWAVWA%W?/??ArSf%7?AJ.7.W.W.,.,.V.'.,.W??AWA,»W«,i'AV«W«W.VAW. •
\ c based in the city of Timisoara in the west of
Romania - a country Central^astern '
Europe;|^||® actions |&£|||
some time now but we never thoi^t of having a
name. Wgsveh|^^ a Hti|i;;|re^||
of organising things and have other organisations take 1
credit for them | because we didnT have a name||
Pretty cm harassing tothink thatwe thought that we
should first do actions and then think about a name Mures (in Romanian you pronounce it Muresh). As a 
while others who just stayed behind and complained
took credit for it because.*. they are an organisation.
The people involved are pretty different: highschool
or university students^ artists, punx, || anarchists,
employed and unemployed people* Some of the
things that we were involved in .q|^|iiising anti
NATO bombing in Yugoslavia protests, the Underground
Timisoara Festival, Parcs Not Hotelscampaign EarthDay
2001, Antifascist meeting in Timisoara, tours or gigs for
diy/anarchist punk J bands, distribution, leafleting,
publishing zines etc. Sometimes we are 3 or 5 people
involved in doing something, other times more. The
reason we got together is because there is no anti-
autoritarian group in our city and we wanted to have a
better organisation of the anarchist / anti-autorithari-
an resistance in a city/country where capitalism is star
ting slowly to show its real face.

(I!!?) - if you have any comments please send them to 
us as we are pretty confused now).
Then there were the punk bands Haos and Guranii 
which played their worse gigs ever (musically spea
king) but regarding to diy and anti-capitalist message it 
was their best one. When Guranii and Andrei, the sin
ger of Haos sang ttClipa Anarhiei" together we had a 
direct action workshop fo front of the scene there 
^iii^fi|||^^||orded postO|Bverusing CocaCola 
sponsors (!?!) - everybody decided that there will be no 
such thing ddfring the performing of Guranii. 
Around 10 took part illffie workshop. There were 
people from the band and people from outside the 
band. People with the flags distracted the Angry 
Locals Security* Patrol (A.L.S.P.), people with masks 
made from t-shirts attacked 2 times the posters untill 
everybody could dance nice on broked bits of coca
cola we also had also a person with photo camera and 
a person who was supposed to call the lawyier (who 
was also there ) in case of trouble with the police or 
the A:L.S.P., also there were discussions on what to say 
and what to not say to police if you are arested? the 
band was also ready to give us their full support. It was 
a funny action, but the preparations before were as 
serious as you could gej|Od 1 think a lot of people 
learned some things and will do better now in case of 
a real confrontationwith ” the forces of evil " - haha. 
In the end we all regreted that the cola things weren’t 
big enough for our anger? Some of us didn’t expect a 
big and visible succes, but strangely it happened? the 
direct action workshop was a succes, the bands 
brought a good message to the people, we somehow 
got a bit closer about everything and at the end of the 
festival we had at least as big impact as the Kktus 
Caravan (who had a bus, a van and 25 people - which 
i$ a bit more that our stuff) we were asked about mea
ning of the red/black flags by a lot of people, and 
noone asked us the clasieal question: ’’ Are you 
fascists?"* We were the people with the flags, and ban- 
ners on th eyr tents and we got a good reaction from 
the majority of the people? Another good thing was 
the fact that after the people with bikes came in the 
Friday evening the 1-2 nazis there choose to leave very 
early Saturday:>::io$:||^ morning as they saw that our

Jr* A’-

■ •‘is
.J:

Romania, like all the other countries in the 
Communist Bloc had very big celebrations of Mayday 
before 1989. Huge masses of people would come 
together ( forced or not ) to celebrate their working 
class dictator. After 1989 everything changed ... nobo
dy celebrated Mayday anymore. I remember in 1998 
for the 1 st of May I was sitting in a park and some stu
pid reporter was interviewing old people, punx, etc. 
Shout what lhey remember from Mayday 
nothing happened

... anyway, 
... it's been 12 years now and still 

nobody is on the streets. The working class got such a 
nausea of the celebratipfl during the Ceausescu regime 
that they don't even want to know about it. They 
don't care that this is their day, the day when they 
should speak up, they just want to forget all thS humil- 
liation from 'communist'times. The 2 parties who are 
on the 'left'are both in the parliament fighting to ge 
the power and they know what is the latest fashion in 
manipulating the working class, and that is the 
European Union and NATO - so they will not bother 
with celebrating this day because they think they might 
get associated with Ceausescu times. Because the peo-

A sad fact in Romania is that the system prohibited 
anarchist publications ... so we reached the 'record'of 
having 2 ctapfstu(he^^|||||harchism in the past 10 
years and most recently’ a translation of a book by 
Bakunin ... there Is no alternative publication in 
Romania so this is why anarchism has one of the 
worst coverages ever here *.. It's useless to talk about 
publication if you don't have a good distribution. So, 
we<OU settle withOing some fanzines and from time 
to time booklets ... for the moment.

.•x^vi’X&ftxvXvx* * ’ •>.. X‘ *-x .•Xs’X-xv

piRIA&y»ORT muresh FESTIVAL
flF Jl 2002

AACTIV-IST Distribution

For a while now, in Timisoara there is a distro, but due 
to the fact that in the past it was done only by one man 
it wasn't too usefull for the scene. Also the fact that it 
had different names confused people a bit /..Clipa 
Anarhiei, Rezistenta Urbana, Ntsupunere Ciyila were 
some of these names. Some weeks ago we decided to 
start a real distro, a distribution that can give |n opor- 
tunity to our scene to grow and for the peopl| in it to 
stay involved longer - not to leave it after onetyear of 
'rebelionWe will cary: anarchist and anti-autorithari- 
an magazines, books, and also the diy anarchist 
hc/punk scene will get space. .. CDs, tapes, badges, 
patches, t-shirts ... So, if you think that you might have 
something good (and cheap enough for Romania) ple
ase get in touch with us as soon as possible.

Aactiv-ist newsletter is not an actual publication. It’s 
aim is to provide people who are interested in the acti
vist scene in Romania with information about the 
$|ene here* This will be a pretty chaotic start, but we 
hope to improve on the way. Please excuse the gram
matical errors - we’re only romanians* Anyone is wel
come to use information that we put here for their 
\kTitten cir electn^ruc pu|||^nons ... if you do so ( and 
we hope you’ll do so...) please drop us a line sxpink^ 
panthers@k.ro because we would like a copy for 
our Aactiv-ist library ... soon to be open. Please spre
ad this around as widely as you can <*. If you received 
this i$sue and you wouldlike to no longer redeve it, 
please let us know ... we don’want to|pi||!^ciu off | 
Since this is the only publication about Romania (in 
english ) of this kind wc have decided to give covera
ge to different 'struggles' so we will present to you all 
of the things we know ... be it anarchopunk, enviroi^ 
mentali^<^^^|narch^|SJ|O||f A

AACTIV-IST Collective
pinkpaHtbers@k. ro

multi-cultural anti-nationalistic detail you must know
that int|i®|^re|||^hert PeriarWPort is, Banat, villages
are another ... some have more
hungari^lethnics, oth<|Serbians, germans or even
bulgarian^ village was founded by a ger
man minority long time ago ... now they are all in
Germany - back to the|E.U. roots ... I don’t think there
are too many things to say about the festival. It was
crap if you look at the event in general terms. Because
we know the people who made it we wanted to bring
as manyi^lll^lllipunk bands as possible but becau
se of bad coordination we ended with no band from group>was pretty united and we got big support from

and.:: J
from Serbia aty|^hngary. If next year we will be more
maybe it will be even more fun. Some of those crazy 1
car-hating bike lovers with and-autoritharian beliefs |
and an environementally - friendly lifestyle formed the f
A(narcho)Activist Caravan. The group was formed of
a number of people that even now we can't sort out.
There was the Radical Biking Crew, meaning 6 angry
anarcho-cyclists, anarcho-punk/hc music, vegan food,
red/black flags, a radical message, bad jokes, btoken
bikes, and lots of fun riotting against polluting trucks
and their sexist drivers (class war activists got the
ihance; to Westfpy expensive cars - arid liter houses
add damage p^h focked up• macho|shitheads ..* and
aftyone who killWJ;a rriember of the local goverment
got free dinner |
that narrow-minded K<W;|ou would expectWd'llso
had a Car Crew with ariarchist distribution ( called
AActiv-ist), anatchO^fents, banners, and more of that
radical message for the people. There were also some
peopte: doming with the train but we decided not to
waste 2 days counting people who are with us, as
sometimes we were spread all over the place.
The ideea was to go there and have a radical stance,
and let the people know that we exist and we're not
some ghosts. Around the distribution place we had
discussions on anarchism with some people, some of
them even provided us with good information ( like
the fact that Bakunin and Proudhon were anti-semits

ces of the distribution, it's a bit early to talk about 
how the space will look, what kind of books will be 
there... As some of you probably know, already, we 
started months ago the 'process'of gathering materi
als, a process which is still going on now... we don't 
want to get a space and keep it empty**.. Our idea was 
that the space should also have 1-2 computers con
nected to the internet and be a meeting and docu
mentation room for the activists ... Anyway, please 
contact us if you want to make a donation: a book that 
you don't like anymore, something that you published 
or you distribute... we are here and any help is welco-

AACTIV-IST Publications
»VAVAV.,.*.w.w.Vi7.v«VtV«v.v.,.w*v>,»v.v.'. .•*•»•»••'•••.••vX' •
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pie were taught to associate Mayday with commu
nist dictatorship, any attempts to celebrate Mayday 
will mean that you are a communist, and if you are 
a communist that means you want dictatorship, and 
you don't want the E.U. or NATO, and that means 
that betray your country's interests... so, you might 
be a dangerous extremist or a crazy lunatic... This is 
the image that politicians and media have created 
and implemented into people's head. Anyway, the 
lack of any radical left or anarchist groups was also 
a big contribution. I know that radical people in the 
mid 90's were all pro-Europe and they were thin
king that the Western way was the only way... That 
was probably because during their school in the 
Ceausescu times most of them got really fucked by 
that system and never wanted to hear about it. I can 
give you some words of one of them: They took us 
one day to a restaurant where highschool students 
were supposed to eat, we were models for a photo 
campaign... they chose the most beautiful out of all 
of us. They brought us all these nice smelling - good 
looking foods and we were supossed to simulate 
that we ate them with pleasure ... but we weren’t 
allowed to touch them at all. We stood there for 
hours doing this and not eating and when they finis
hed they sent us home ... So, now I guess you under
stand why people don't want anything that reminds 
them of those days. Next thing that jumps into my 
head are the words of a radical person: “let us have 
capitalism and after that we can fight against it”. So, 12 
years with no events on the streets for Mayday, the 
rulling class have succeded in taking away the one 
day in a year when the working class should stay uni
ted and fight against capitalist opression. With all 
this negative attitude towards Mayday, people star
ted to organise and here 's what came out:

Craiova Anarho-Front / Frontul Antifascist 
Craiova

decided to organise something for Mayday. It will be 
a little hard for me to give tons of details because I 
was in Belgrade for Mayday... but I can tell you some 
things. There were around 30 - 50 people and the 
action took place in the center of Craiova - a city in 
the south of the country. There was a food not 
bombs action and free clothes for the people which 
went pretty well. Also there were leaflets, music, 
some exhibition... In the evening there was a party 
attended by more people and also a grafitti guerilla 
action. At one point, a group of 20 or something 
old communists pass the action and some of them 
came back after theyr march was over.
In Timisoara, a day before Mayday there was a 
poster action and guerilla grafitti and after that peo
ple split up... some went Craiova to help there. I 
went to Belgrade and the other people joined in the 
Mayday Picnic in Timisoara and talked about 'the 
revolution'. It was a hard beginning but we did it 
and the most important thing is that we did it in our 
own spare time, with our money, I just hope that

4 /JI these actions brought us a step closer to the solida
rity we aim for and that next year things will get 
even bigger.

FOOD NOT BOMBS in Bucharest

This action will be organised by Actiunea 
Anarhista Bucharest and no date has been arran
ged. If you have any advice, suggestions or ques
tions you can send them to this address: caro- 
trans@fx.ro .just heard a rumour that the action alre
ady took place but no "official"news ... maybe they 
will tell you more or your advices can be useful for 
future actions.

A31 GLOBAL DAY OF ACTION

August 31st is meant to be the Global Day against 
the World Summit on Sustainable Development 
(WSSD) held in Johannesburg in South Africa. Also 
is a day of solidarity with the people in South-Africa

who are in struggle against what we might call an 
economic apartheid.
AActiv-ist collective and a group of people who 
work in different NGO-s or collectives in Timisoara 
decided to organise an action in Romania. The peo
ple involved in this autonom anti-autoritharian plat
form come from different parts. We also have con
tacts with activists from Bucharest and in Craiova 
who also are organised in autonom anti-autorithari
an groups. We decided that we should do this action 
in a way that we could reach several goals:
- to give people in the streets a more social and 

environmental message about the World Summit 
than they normally hear in the mainstream media.
- to get a big coverage of our actions and message 

in the romanian media.
- to unify the small activist scene in Timisoara and 
Romania through organising and taking part in the 
actions

14 SEPTEMBER - SMASH THE W.E.F.

In 15-17 September in Salzburg - Austria will take 
place this year’s World Economic Forum (WEF). 
After last year's attacks on protesters and total pro
hibition of demonstrate this year the Anti-WEF co
ordination group faces even more problems becau
se off new laws against activists and problems with 
some mainstream NGOs. We believe that this peo
ple should be supported in their efforts and after 
participating to an Anti-wef co-ordination meeting 
we decided to join and make actions in Romania 
too. The reason who motivated us most to take 
action was the fact that most of the things on the 
agenda of WEF are concerning the fate of the 
Eastern European countries. This happens behind 
doors and without people knowing about it. So, the 
first aim of the action is to inform the large public 
about what is happening at the WEE This will be 
done by a street action that attracts the attention of 
the public and the (even mainstream) media. By 
doing this we show at the same time solidarity with 
the people in Salzburg who demonstrate also for us. 
Both actions don't have a 100% established pro
gram yet, so if you have any sugestions of you can 
somehow come here and join the actions feel free to 
contact us.

MAP OF ALTERNATIVE
PUBLICATIONS IN ROMANIA

TIMISOARA
- Slogan zine: the oldest zine around dealing with 
diy anarchistpunk and political stuff. Issues both in 
romanian and english. criticalmess@k.ro
- Eco-Shock: evironementalist newsletter, last issue 
was pretty radical.tpn@banat.ro
- Pick it up! : probably it's first issue it's the best 
romanian zine.anarchopunk and political in the 
same time, nasol@lycos.com
- Nonconformism punk and politics in a zine 
done by 2 girls in the hc/punk scene, antira- 
bia00@yahoo.com and fiction84@yahoo.com
- Aactiv-ist, is what you're just reading?

BUCHAREST
- Alternativ is a good anarchist e-zine which will 
probably have a version in hungaryan language 
soon; alter-ro@k.ro
- Rezistenta Antifa is a zine done by Actiunea 
Anarhista on topics like anarchism and antifascism. 
alter-ro@k>. ro
- Steagul Negru is a nice zine because is also 
makes fun of things while being serious as fuck. 
carotrans@fx. ro

CRAIOVA
- URA is an anarchist zine done by the Frontul 
Antifascist Craiova / Craiova Anarho Front They 
also do a small manifesto called Info Propaganda. 
libertatero@yahoo. com

C.A.F. - F.A.C.
Craiova Anarho Front / 

Frontnl Antifascist Craiova
By happiness in 

our town is no nazi-skinhe- 
ads, or actions of right opos- 
site organization, because of 
serious
punks.

!n our country 
is a legal right opossite 
orga^i||i||; "The 
Right", who is finaii|i4:i^^i| 
the Big Romania Party 
(P.R.M*) . Since few years 
they recruit people from the 
whole important towns from 
here, of course withouth 
Craiova where we are in.

The only ones 
and the most dangerous . 
nazis with who we confront 
day by day on street and 
even home, are police. Thus 
our last actions were against 
them. We had a strange con
versation with them, unma
sked theirs abuses by graf- 
fitti messages appeared in 
the town center.

On i |$&y ® 
hoaxed the autorities and we 
organized a little demonstra- 
ijon, actually an ’’art exposi
tion" under the free sky, 
where we could comunicate 
with people* The action was 
called "Protest Against 
Ignorance". Was and a 
"Food Not Bombs", we sha
red clothes to poore people 
and we managed to demon
strate to public opinion that 
50 youngs definite to give 
up theirs pocket money can 
do more for theirs neigh
bours than the state who
alloted 20 millions $ for the 
fighters troops sent in 
Afghanistan.

ilifhen another
more recent action was the 
||rticipation to the most 
biger protest* strike of 
unions from WBania. Our
group of 20 people with red-
black flags, atracted imedia- 
tely the police atention who 
tryed to stop our acces in the 
"Prefecture" market where
the demonstration was. But
to our surprise the public 
opinion took atitude against 
police who were forced to 
let us in peace. After we 
managed to share flyers and 
bur manifests and the 
j|i|||^iOas hti^|For 
kers seemed to be the best. 
We were apreciated even by 
some trade unions leaders. 
Unfortunately we atracted to 
much atention, mass-media 
who was mO 
of anarchists presence than 
the workers problems.

With all this 
after the meeting ended tO 
police took us for "idOifi- 
cation”. But we were all 
released and we didn’t recei
ve fines. Though we enjoy 
the unique solidarity of 
public opinion who cares 
about facts and ignors the 
fake news wici^ipg part of

press spread it against us 
since few years ago. If the 
charges like "devil denomi
nation" were easily discon- 
sert, in(/O|O,rnent wben 
the national television chan
nels anO|||d||;9)at in 
Craiova is an anarchist 
group who wants "to blow 
the state", the autorities 
informed themselves. Here
was a spontane demonstra
tion where participated 
more than 50 anarchists and
punks. Then we told th
all "the truth": the state is an
permanent institution who 
must to desapear. We were
n't acused of anything, but 
now the police threat us 
only in private person. Our 
principal problem is that we 
are too little and we live day 
by day. Is very hard after u 
work 12 hours a day, to 
think to the next actions. 
Thus our hate against the 
state and the capitalism 
grows and we hope to not 
break in desperate actions.

One week ago 
we returned from Strassburg 
where we participated to the 
first demonstration out of 
country. In case you want 
more informations about 
what happened there, let us 
know.

On 16 august is 
going to be an "anarchists" 
meeting from Romania, 
where will participate and 2 
C.A.F. members. This mee*
ting will be in the country 
center (Targu Secuiesc). We 
will send u more informa
tions about it after we will 
come back*

While we try to 
keep alive a "zine" Hate- 
War-Anarchy, for now 
in romanian language, wich 
is base more on propaganda 
than on informations about 
actions and anarchists orga
nizations. About our zine, 
has an enough "bad" name, 
but contents materials who 
demonstrate clear our inten-i 
lions and feelings: Hate & 
War for state and capitalism, 
Peace & Love for people 
and planet Earth.

Have u been in 
Craiova? If yes we steped 
ones near others. 
Unfortunately the ones with 
who u keeped in touch didn’t 
know to many about us. If u 
would stay few more hours 
we could meet each others. 
Anyway we must to take 
back the "International 
Bridge" project* Many 
informations we have about 
NEFAC and Barricada 
Collective Boston* The 
an^flo-punk band,
Czolgosz, concertized twice 
in our town and together 
with them came and other 
friends from Boston.
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Croatia
# A three day manifestation took place in 
Zadar. Since July 18th - 20th zadar anar
chist front (z.a.f.) and youth organisation 
ZVUK organized a three day manifestation 
called « CARLO VIVE ». Manifestation was 
organized in memory of Carlo Giuliani death 
and we wanted to remind citizens of Zadar in 
what conditions Carlo was killed, we wanted 
to show them what capitalist elite is able to do 
in defense of their profit. But also we wanted 
to show bad impacts of economic globaliza
tion, especially now when our government 
tries to show it like something good, some
thing that will help people and give them " 
bred and plays". On the other side the unem
ployment is rising and the factories gets clo
sed day by day, in Zadar there is maybe two 
or three factories that still work and they are 
in private property, like everything else in the 
town. We wanted to debate with people and 
try to represent them anarchist idea like alter
native to capitalism especially now when 
right- wing parties are rising, we must mention 
that Zadar is a postwar town where many 
people are nationalists and it is hard to work, 
to talk about self organization, workers rights, 
anarcho-communism because people still 
didn't restore consequences of state commu
nism and in many cases they start to look us 
as communists and pro-serbians.
In those three days we organized workshop 
named " lets talk about globalization", which 
was decay because of no interest from citizen 
side, in which we planed to represent activi
ties of South Eastren Social Forum and 
Zadar Anarchist Front, we where also orga
nized some streets actions; on day when 
Carlo died we put something like floor bloc
board with pictures which show minute by 
minute of Carlos death, and we also organi
zed a first food not bombs project, which was 
shown like big success. Contact:

Zadar Anarchist Front; 
zadarskianarhisti ©yahoo.com

Russia
# Holiday season is coming 
to a close so time to start a 
campaign .. against NESTLE
I The NESTLE corporation 
bought up the Rossiya confec
tionary factory in Samara a 
while back and, since then, the 
working conditions have got worse 
and worse. Over the last five years, 
although output has doubled, wages 
have fallen from $500 a month to between 
$150-200. In addition, workers are expected 
to work more efficiently in conditions which 
sometimes are in violation of health safety 
rules. There is a union there, Solidarity (not to 
be confused with the Polish Solidarity!) which 
has 10 members but they have practically 
convinced the other 800 to go on strike. They 
are demanding a 180% pay rise, an end to 
searches upon leaving the factory, a normal 

lunch break, 5 minute breaks during the day 
and equal work for all categories of workers 
inclduing temporary workers. There is starting 
a small campaign with nasty letters to NEST
LE.

# Mayday repressions in Moscow. The 
Confederation of Russian Anarcho- 
Syndicalists (KRAS), affiliated to the 
International Workers Association, reports 
that 10 people, including some their mem
bers, were attacked and arrested by Moscow 
police on May Day. The 10 were participating 
in a peaceful demonstration organized by 
anarchist and autonomists at the State 
University of Moscow. The 10 were held for 
six hours without food or drink. The detai
nees, prior to release, were told by the autho
rities not to participate in a planned demon
stration for May 6th. The KRAS is asking that 
comrades write to the appropriate Russian 
embassy or consulate urging the Russian 
government not to press any charges against 
the May Day protesters. For further details 
and information contact the KRAS c/o Vadim 
Damier, Perelulok Alynova 13 kv 24 107258 
Moscow, Russia; Tel/Fax: + 7-095-9637861

# Russian Anti-Nuclear ActionCamp 2002. 
In response to the Russian government's 
decision to import 20,000 tons of high-level 
radioactive waste, environmental groups 
organized a series of protest actions, inclu
ding an action camp, near Krasnoyarsk in 
Siberia. The camp, which began on June 30, 
took place near the prohibited zone around 
Krasnoyarsk-26, home to Russia's largest 
high-level radioactive waste storage and a 
plutonium-producing reactor. According to 
plans proposed by Russia's Ministry of atomic

power

(Minatom), Krasnoyarsk is where the impor
tant radioactive waste will be temporarily sto
red, and likely permanently dumped.
The import of radioactive waste will make 
Russia an international nuclear waste dump, 
causing further environmental and social 

degradation in the country. This plan is being 
promoted by a small circle of people in 
Russia’s nuclear industry, who hope to control 
the funds from waste import contracts. 
Environmental groups say that the import of 
waste is unacceptable: each country has to 
manage ist own waste within ist borders. No 
waste should be dumped on other countries. 
Early in 2002, local citizens and environmen
tal groups collected nearly 100,000 resident's 
signatures calling for a region-wide vote on 
whether or not to ban nuclear waste imports 
into the region. According to the Russian con
stitution, this is the only way the public can 
make a decision that can not be overruled by 
any authority. Local authorities refused to 
accept these signatures, even though only 
40,000 votes are needed according to refe
rendum law. Environmental groups are taking 
the local authorities to court in hope of resto
ring justice. The organizers of this action are 
Ecodefence, Socio-Ecological Union and 
Greenpeace-Russia.
For more information, or to make a much 
appreciated donation please contact the 
organizers: In Moscow: +7(095)2784642, 
7766546 (German speaking), 7766281 
(English speaking) e-mail: ecodefence ©onli
ne.ru and alni@online.ru In Krasnoyarsk: 
+7(3952)653345, Nikolay Zubov.

# SKT has now an e-mail list. Siberian 
Confederation of Labour (SKT), syndicalist 
union which unites some 6000 workers has 
set up an e-mail list to server of Lithuanian 
anarchist punks, hardcore.lt. E-mail list runs 
in Russian language. It has become very 
important to have quick contacts between 
union activists of different areas of Siberian 
Confederation of Labour and discussion on 
the questions of activities, problems, finan
cing and organising meetings. This is why e- 
mail list SKT-kontakt has been found. Rules 

and topics of the list Purpose of the list is 
to discuss labour codex, labour rela

tions and ideas, theory and practice 
of workers movement. 

Membership and technical 
recommendations SKT-kontakt 
is for members of SKT which 
have access to internet, as 
well as for other syndicalists 
and trade unionists, from insi
de and outside of Russia. 
Forwarding and publishing 

materials from the list is allowed 
only after agreement with the 

author of the materials. It is recom
mended to use standards and cyrillic 

encodings accessible to everyone (koi8- 
R, windows). General rules Please discuss 
topics interesting to most of the subscribers. 
In case you are discussing themes not intere
sting to other subscribers or debate goes to 
personal level, better to move the discussion 
out from the list. Materials which may help 
other subscribers are most welcome, as well 
as any information about labour conflicts, stri
kes and labour courts. List is also formed for 
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Poland

# Nazis ambush anarchists & anti-fascists 
in Moscow. Blood & Honour of Moscow 
armed with knives attacked Moscow SHARP 
and anarchist skinheads in a concert of 
Skatalites. In the following fight anti-fascists 
managed succesfully to defend themselves, 
and only one person got serious wounds. But 
he has been treated in hospital, and is not in 
a serious condition.

# Dozen anarchists and squatters mana
ged to prevent the eviction of Ms. Barbara 
Markiewicz, a pensioner living in mid-town 
Wroclaw, who was unable to pay rent. The 
police and bailiffs charged with the eviction 
were stopped by people holding a banner 
"Stop evictions". The police argued that the 
eviction comes as a result of the complaints of 
the neighbours. However the neighbours 
were solidary against the police. The bailiffs 
decided not to proceed with the eviction. The 
first attempt of eviction of Ms. Barbara took 
place in April.

# 15 people from FA-Krakow have been arre
sted after their food not bombs action made 
on September 11,2002. It was a “preventive 
measure" as the police said. The rest of the 
people were continue picketing in front of the 
American Embassy which looks like a fortress 
at that day.

custom in Poland when firing 
! your boss). The intruders dem

anded that the boss tells the 
workers when they will receive 

salaries. The police didn't inter
vene out of "fear to enrage the 

demonstrators" as the spokesman 
of police said.

The media is outraged that workers beat 
the Director of the Odra Factory in Szczecin 
but it seems to us that he clearly provoked 
that reaction by telling people quite openly to 
fuck off. It doesn't seem to occur to the media 
to be outraged that women at Odra Factory 
haven't been paid in six months. This is the 
first time we hear about it in the media. Now 
the police who didn't arrest workers are dis
missed and some workers are arrested. This 
is an important step in workers' solidarity as

# Dear comrades ! Today mother of 
Alexander Mylnikov, which was a very acti
ve distributor of anarchist literature, has 
recognised in a corpse found during week
end in a lake - her son... The cause of his 
death is still unclear - but it's clear that 
people don't swim in clothes and shoes. 
The closest comerades of Alexander ask 
everybody - who has such a possibility - to 
provide some financial aid to the mother of 
the dead comrade and in organization of 
funerals. You can send money either on my 
address: Russian Federation, 610011, 
Kirov, p.o. Box (a/ya) 457, Salnikov Sergey 
either directly to mother of Alexander: 
Russian Federation Kirov, pr. Stroiteley, 
d.40, kv.53 Mylnikova Helena, - You can 
also send letters of support and condolen
ce to this address. He was a member of our 
organization since 1999. His name will 
hardly tell something to the most of leftist 
militants in Russia. He hasn't written a sin
gle article, he hasn't took part in hot deba
tes and loud political actions. He silently 
and modestly took possible part in our 
common cause. He was one of the best 
distributors of left-wing papers, - inhabi
tants of south-west region of the city of 
Kirov would have certainly recognised - 
that at least one time in two months there 
was a bell in their flats - and there was a 
very young teenage boy with "World revo
lution" paper issue in his hands. His face 
can also recall many workers from facto
ries of Kirov, - he happened to stand with 
papers and leaflets at factories' gates. He 
tries to explain our position among sub
culture youth, - doing everything possible 
to clear the minds of youth of nationalistic 
propoganda of Russian imperialism. He 
could have really consider himself the first 
red-skin in Kirov, - with solid marxist per
suasions.

discussion about themes of general interest 
of the subscribers. It is not allowed to post not 
showing ones adress. Do not use extensive 
quoting from previous mails. Flame and defa
mation, as well as authoritarian and nationa
list propaganda and propaganda supporting 
political parties are banned. Disciplinary mea
sures Warning, for serious breaking of the list 
protocol an exclusion from the list. 
Coordination List works with a principle of 
direct democracy. Any subscriber has a right 
to propose a new subscriber to the list. If 
other subscribers do not raise objections 
during 5 days, new applicant is subscribed. 
All new members should shortly present 
themselves All members have right to propo
se a sanction against other members in case 
of breaking the list protocol. Decision is made 
by common vote of the subscribers. In case 
consensus is not reached, decision is made 
by majority of the votes. If you are interested 
to join the list, mail to Vasily Starostin 
sibokt © omsktown.ru 
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board of fur 
shop also is corrected. To it it is added: " Fur 
- bloody clothes! ". Animal and Earth 
Liberation in Russia Address: PO Box, 135, 
Sochi, Russia, 354065. e-mail: 
anli be ration© rambler.ru 
http://www.liberation.narod.ru/

$

• .• • •

# At 7 of August several thousand shipy
ard workers in Szczecin have intruded into 
the ODRA clothes factory in Szczecin 
where women workers have not received 
pay for several months. The clothes factory 

workers are on partial strike and stop wor
king for 6 hours a day. The intruders 

have dragged out the director of the 
enterprise and thrown eggs on 

him, and performed the ritual of 
driving the boss out the factory 
on a wheelbarrow (age old 

I

# Action for animal rights in city of Sochi. 
July, 19. On a wall of a delphinarium the slo
gan is written: “ Freedom an animal!", At bus 
stops in area of a delphinarium, also it is writ
ten: " Delfinarium-prison! Freedom animals! " 
and " Delfinarium it is prison for animals! ''. 
The guide sign of a delphinarium is crossed 
out by a paint. July, 18. It is destroyed about 
40 posters of an exhibition of exotic animals. 
Two displays of this exhibition also are stolen. 
On fences of city are written: 
''Delphinarium is prison! Freedom 
animals! ", “ For rights of animals 
we shall be at war! ".
June, 22. In settlement 
Lazarevskoe (Sochi) were 
destroyed by active workers 
about(near) 30 boards of an 
exhibition of exotic animals
June, 15. Publicity board of fur 
shop recently established in city 
centre is burnt. The appeared in 
time fire-fighting crew of it has 
extinguished, when it already on half 
has burned down. June, 14. The red 
paint impairs a little two displays of the 
Sochi circus. One stand zoo Sochi which 
have recently appeared in city is decorated 
with an inscription: "BOYCOTT! ". On the cir
cus stand to the clown are added red from a 
mouth and red eyes. On a fence near to a cir
cus by the big letters it is written: "Circus is a 
chamber of tortures! ". The slogan " Animals 
too has the right to life!", has appeared on a 
wall near railway station "Sochi". The publicty

# Anarchist Workers Initiative vs. 
“Solidarity” trade union. FA Lodz has orga
nized a picket in front of the church where the 
official "Solidarity" trade union was holding a 
commemoration of the 31 august agreements 
of Solidarity 22 years ago. Anarchists attak- 
ked verbally ex-ministers of the "Solidarity" 
government, which was one of the most anti
worker governments post 89, and handed out 
materials of the Workers Initiative. Some rank 
and file members of "Solidarity" workers pre
sent at the ceremony supported the prote
sters and congratulated them.
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workers from the Shipyards came to support 
the struggles of the women at ODRA. Just 
recently members of Workers' Initiative from 
FA Szczecin criticized the Shipyard workers 
for failing to see their struggle as connected 
and show solidarity to other workers. Maybe 
things will start to change.

# Workers protest round the country. 
Yesterday about 300 trade-unionists from fac
tories all over Poland federated in a protest 
committee have demonstrated in Warsaw in 
solidarity with the Ozarow cable factory, which 
is on strike since a 100 days. Also present 
were delegates from FA's Workers Initiative 
who are members of the protest committee in 
Poznan. The Ozarow cable factory has been 
a victim of a hostile takeover by a polish 
monopolist of cable manufacturing, 
Telefonika. The new owner decided to liquida
te the production line and move the machines 
to more efficient plants in Oswiecim 
(Auschwitz). The workers from Ozarow (near 
Warsaw) have barricaded all the exits of their 
factory and have so far prevented any equip
ment to be taken from the premises. It's a 
matter of survival for them, since no other 
work is available in their city. Previous 
attempts of help by Warsaw anarchists were 
rejected by the official trade-union of the fac
tory . New attempts are planned, since the 
situation changed a bit as Poznan anarchists 
have become part of the Interfactory Protest 
Committee (OKP) and are running the com
mittee's office in Poznan. Some friction exists 
in the anarchist movement about OKP, since 
some activists are inclined to more conformist 
and tolerant attitudes regarding religious and 
national sentiments of some of the workers, 
while other activists obviously object to that. 
The ideas of workers' shareholding are

ards were shown as a model enterprise pro
ving that Poland's transition to capitalism is 
an economic success. Everyone can see how 
this is in reality.) In Poznan, FA cooperates 
quite closely with the inter-factory protest 
committee and publishes a common newslet
ter with the independent trade-union 
"Solidarity 80". Some of the articles published 
there present anarchism and ideas of self
management. In Szczecin, members of FA 
(some of whom are ex-shipyard workers) par
ticipated in the pickets as well, however their 
relation with the protest committee is not as 
good. Activists from FA distrust some of the 
prominent members of the inter-factory com
mittee for their tendency to de-radicalize the 
struggle.

Lithuania
# The toys for childs from difficult famil- 
lies. At 24 of July and at 10 of August two 
lithuanian anarchists have organized in cities 
of Shalchininkai and Vilnius actions sewing 
the dolls for the childs from so called difficult 
families (famillies in which perents don’t care 
about their childs, famillies with extremly alco
hol or/and drug problems).In the actions did 
not take a part too many people so a decis- 
sion was taken to made them sistematicly at 
every second week. This kind of action took 
place already in the past and it brought a lot 
of hapiness to the childs. We are collecting 
the old used toys as well for that reason but 
we are trying to put an accent on DIY toys as 
we want the childs have to learn that you 
don’t need to possessed so much to made 
something ... for example the toys. We call 
everyone to do similar action as there are 

everywhere peo-

private security guards rocked up to Medaci 
squat and kicked everybody out. The medaci 
crew recently lost tender to use the space as 
a cultural centre and the building was sold by 
the Prague 6 government to a private inve
stor. Anyway, on the upside a neighbour who 
owns an empty block of land said they could 
use that place so electricity was run from 
another neighbours house and a theatre per
formance took place at the new all open air 
medaci

Another new squatt in Prague was 
called Safranka, where about 6 people have 
lived on the roof for more than one monhts 
resisting eviction...

Serbia
# “We don’t want to eat this shitty food” - 
bankruptcy of McDonalds restaurant in 
Zrenjanin. In city of Zrenjanin, according to 
Serbian mainstream media, the first 
McDonald's restaurant was closed because 
of lack of interest in the food they were sel
ling. The restaurant was open several months 
with a big loss of money, hoping that situation 
will become better. Luckily it didn't happen 
and management had to close it and declare 
bankruptcy.
McDonald's Yugoslavia, Yugoslavian branch 
of McDonald's company, is trying to hush the 
scandal and is claiming that they'll be back to 
Zrenjanin as soon as possible. Local TV sta
tion interviewed people on the street about 
the closing of McDonald's. Most of the com
ments were of the following sort: 'We don't 
want to eat that shitty food," etc.

Slovenia

ple/childs which need a help.

Czechia
# Squatters in Prague still active ... but 
under attack. At 30 of August, at 9:30 am 15

# Hanging a banner on a Castle - anti
NATO actions in Ljubljana. After hanging

banners on the road bridges, the final 
action was putting a huge banner (5 x 

15 metres) on Ljubljana castle. First 
action failed, because security 

from the castle called police. 
That was on the national holi
day (day of independence) and 
there was celebration and poli
ce in the centre. What we wan
ted to do was to hang a banner 
on the castle, so people from 

elit celebrity could see it.
Activists sit on the banner and 

media immediately showed up, so 
there were no arrests. Action was 

postponed for few days later and a
banner with a sign "Ne NATO, mlr nam 

dajte!" ("no NATO, give us peace" - you can 
also understand it as "give us a break"). A 
banner was put off by activists 3 hours later 
and saved for later.
www.geocities.com/recinenato/nenato.html
AFA, Molotov
* The pictures on pages 16, 17 and 18 
show MayDay’2002 manifestation in 
Ljubljana / Slovenia

# People from FA took part in the day 
of demonstrations of solidarity of wor 
kers from factories threatened with bank
ruptcy and layoffs (Bialystok and Poznan 
among other cities). In Poznan 100 people 
took part in total, in Szczecin there was about 
1000 demonstrators in total. The endangered 
factories are mainly contractors of the 
Szczecin shipyards which collapsed. (Not lon
ger than a few years ago, the Szczecin shipy-

somewhat alive in people's minds, and it 
might be possible to influence people more 
into that direction and further from ideas 
about state interventionism, which are 
mostly promoted by the media in sup
posedly "objective" reports about 
the protests. The question 
remains if anarchists will have 
enough wit to know how to 
spread effectively their ideas in 
a way that can be understood 
easily without falling victims of 
conformism and being used by 
ambitious individuals from 
trade-unions, or without beco
ming ambitious individuals them
selves.
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they saved the speed and the hardness of the original one. In S£rv£n, in the very near of Szombathely, there’s SPARK who are playing this 
Morning Again kinda n/s. In this city’s castle were/are/will lots of shows which usually are promoted by my friend called Dosi, the apartment 
is assured by Jancsika most of time for the appearing bands (GIANT HELLO AND THANKS!!!!). On the North-West, near to the border, in 
Jdnossomorja there are cool shows either and I have lots of friends too. Here plays the young, but great SZOBAFOGSAG their sharp/street- 
punk motivated music. The other friends of mine are doing a new band right now, before it, they were doing a crusty o/s band under the name 
BGP. Not so far from them, in Gyor there’s KEVINS. They're playing complex and intensive music with anti capitalist and anti fascist views and 
their 3rd Ip will be released soon! I’m really looking forward to it. There's a band from TatabAnya, they called csizmdSKAndur and they have 
2 Ips out with great feeling , but I heared that they broke up. That would a be a pity for Hungary’s best ska band. Well, I think that’s all from■
Transdanubia, maybe I'd mention the band called ISZONYAT.This is my band, and we're playing raw punk music with working class lyrics. 

J
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On the North there's SEVEN DAYS A WEEK with their o/s music with streetpunk and 01! influences maybe next year their new stuff will be out too, cause I liked 
their "One Of Many" stuff very much. Southern on the the Great Hungarian Plain there's JACK which is very raw, very hard crusty-punk with grind and ska influences. If the 
gossips are true their new stuff will be released in Japan either (a split tape with SPEAK UP!). Otherwise there was a huge scene in the region back in the day, but there's only 
LECSA-PUNK - hard punkrock in the vein of EXPLOITED, NEGATIVE APPROACH - and everything else is dead. There's a band from the beach of River Tisza, under 
the name A K6KLER with their ska music and they're good. Shortly that's all about the bands, actually I only wrote about the bands I like, cause there're other ones too, but...

■?:<:::!$$3888888888888838$38S8888888889W888888£3£::::: <S38888888888888888K:<: W: W: W 386 .... 86 <86 'W*..

Some words about the bands: I dunno where to start. Back in the day, when I get involved to this tendency it was thanks to them that. That scene changed a lot in the past. 
There's SOCIAL FREE FACE (they have 2 Ips), SPEAK UP!, who are searching for a label now for their new 7". While in the SFF the o/s, the n/s and the crossover are mixing, 
SPEAK UP! plays the classic New Jersey style o/s hardcore. SFF has a project band too that's called SUNSHINE TO BREAKFAST and I'd compare with BLACK TRAIN 
JACK and they've got one lp out. One of my best friends and his girlfriend sang in a band called AT ONCE HERO ANOTHER TIME ZERO. This band was formed by ex
members of FREE HANDS, but to this time the relationship of the members have changed, and that's the reason why my friends left the band too. EMBERS just released their 
first 7" with their brutal n/s- slayercore on it and they'll go on EU tour soon! Oh, and there's a ska band called TIZENH^T, but actually I dunno so much of them. There was 
LIBERAL YOUTH here back in the day, now the kids from Szentgotthard are playing that kinda music with their band called IRre&isArculat, however it's more punk, but

1
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| It's not definiately belongs to the scene, but there are some political groups with publications, some environmentalist and animal 
I defender groups with their newspapers but I don't know all of them, so I don't that it would be honest to pick up some of them..."

Well, and we are hopping that some of these "... political groups with publications, some environmentalist 
and animal defender groups with their newspapers... ” will get in touch with us in order to establish any regu
lar way of reports from anarchist/alternative aspects of life in region of Hungary !!! - AbolishingBB collective.

We’re good in zines I guess: my best friends are doing the "SZAVAK A SZIVBOL" which is caring about music and politics and their 2nd issue is going be pressed 
soon. They're doing a minidistro either under the name "HANGOK A SZfVBOL". " LONG LIFE LEARNING" is a free newsletter with interviews and translated lyrics 
and stuffs like that...; TOTAL ADDICTION" is mister Dr. Slayer's underground magazine...every thing that's angry...full of jokes... You can also order some stuffs through 
the AntisystEm. ; "NONKONFORMIST" is grown out from it's newsletter format to a normal zine. Filled with provocative, thought- provoking articles... ; "PUNK
LAND" is the one and only punk music zine of the state maybe. ; "SKINBOMB" is the zine of my best friend and he prefers the sharp and ska music and it's ideology 
and he's doing the GLADIATOR RECS AND MAILORDER too. ; "RADICAL ROOT" is pretty similar to the over mentioned, but these guys are doing a fanclub too 
under the name "ROOT BOOT" and I'd like to mention the SKAZOFR^NIA too, which is a good zine too. ; "TORZ KITOR^S" is a leftish, "antiarhericanmasscultural" 
zine + there's a thinking zine under the name "HASZTALAN 79". ; "EGYENESEN AT" is a musical zine. ; "TOMORROW NEVER CAME" is made by young kids and 
they just pressed the first on some months ago. ; I haven’t heared of "CHAIN OF IDEA" so much lately... ; ...neither about "SHARK ATTACK", "NYITOTT SZEM- 
MEL", "KONFRONTALT"... I'm pretty sure that they're working on the upcoming issues. ; "XRESISTANCEX" is the name of this new fanzine written in English.

 ... ... .................................................... J  ______________ — >•• •:

" A lot of you asked me to write this scene report for you. Actually, I'm in a little trouble, cause I’ve been into these things for a long time now, but up to this day my 
scale of values and my approach to this stuff is something way different than it used to be. I dont really want to go back in the past and I won't, a lot of things have hap
pened, both good and bad. So, what’s our current scene like? The real unity has never been formed, because of the obstinacy, parochialism, and it would be bad to deny 
that fact that as everywhere, there are plastic kids around here too. I guess this phoenomenon exists everywhere. A huge number of people are talking about fashion, but 
in my opinion this will never take a part of the media, just those jackass kids and the media, for sure, which distort, tries to dilute, and I haven't talked about standardi
zing at all... I'm not going to define to anyone what hardcore is, what's anarcho punk or what's working class, moreover, I'm not going to ordain the following examples 
either. Everyone should inquire about it by themselves, discover some things and follow (?) the path that's been found well, do his/her job, and do not talk in vain! But 
lets not see only the bad things, the status is not that deplorable! We've got great bands, zines, friends, promoters... I endeavour to declare that the followings will contain 
only the things 1 represent, about the things I find good, and over these there are some more bands, zines, and organization either.

I
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Let's see the capital city and that's surroundings: In Budapest there are some great bands like NEWBORN who just released a split 12" with CATHARSIS (USA). They’re 
well know in Europe too. They had some tours too. There's a young band called THE TAKTIKA, and they’re playing something very strange (mix the Crimson Curse and 
Zegota and they're something like that...). The FALLEN INTO ASHES just released their first 7" with their metallic emocore on it and they're on way for their upcoming 
new 7". The WITHOPENARMS is a band with modem views and with some one- off stuff containing o/s music. I hope that their debute stuff will be released soon! 
HUMAN ERROR is Hungary's one and only crusty-core band with 2 bassists.They've got two Ips out with "Another Bloody Intervention" and "...or Die!" titles, and they
’re very active! HOLDXTRUE is the only youthcrewSXE band, but they wrote a song that has devided the scene. Everyone should decide that which part would she/he 
stand to! There are bands.like 06/90 (streetpunk), BARACKCA (punk?) and the one and only skin band, the BOILER, but actually I dunno so much about them. But my 
favorite band is coming from the near of Budapest and they called HATS6 SZAnD^K. They've gloomy, but still meaningful lyrics and music that based on streepunk but 
has lots of ska and OI! influences. As far as I know they're going to release their 3rd stuff soon! Pity that in the capital there isn't so much good venues, there were lots of 
them in the past but they've been renewed and stuff, the last bigger one has been closed in last summer cause the audience get in trouble with the police and with the bone- 
heads! But otherwise in Goddllo in the Traf6 club there are lots of shows! There's a cool record store too that's called NEMART, where lotta things are obtainable. In 
Szentendre there was INSIDE FEARS, but I didn't heared of them for a long time. (They formed a new band under the name BURIED BY TIME. Their music almost 
remained the same...)In the near there's another band called SEMMI KOMOLY and they play ska- punk-core and I really hope that their new demo'll be out soon.

to
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Protests in Szczecin shipyards and the workers' situation in Poland
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efficacy quotas. Workers from D^oo

strike in Gdynia was 
leaders of the stake

of the reformist trade unions (Solidarnosc, OBSgZ and 
others) are to blame; over the years, workers became ti$ed CO 
them settling matters on their behalf. Trade unions became 
auxiliary structures of political parties and those which fight 
for workers' rights are attacked both by the bosses and the 
big centralized unions. For years society put a lot of hope in 
Solidarnosc but their hopes were buried with the fall of 
communism. All the ideals which Solidarnosc represented 
were betrayed and as a result there are very few people in 
Poland who trust any social movements. Nowadays, people 
hope that capitalism can be reformed, that there's such a 
thing as capitalism with a human face and that their standard 
of living will be raised. Another important feature of socie
ty today is that it is highly divided and there is no spirit of

but the 
unfong activeiin the shipyard refused support ihcoT$c 
paradox is th£t the trade uaions,;^OiiarC suppraedlo pfe>- 
tect the workers, were on the Wnfe ride as tj||; bosses and a 
few of the bureaucrats were on the Shipy^td^S Supervisory 
board. During the meeting the shipyard workers demanded 
that all wage arrears be paid immediately and; a program to 
save the shipyard to be presented. During this first protest, 
the owners had to explain how such a prosperous firm was 
ruined. Various objects were thrown at the bosses and the 
president of the "Stoczniowiec" trade-union who cheated 
workers was almost lynched. As a result of all this, a bank 
loan was obtained within the week and it seemed as if eve-

Over the last few years the situation of Polish 
workers has gotten much worse due to economic recession. 
As a result, wages have been cut and workers are forced to 
work in worse and worse conditions. Workers are being 
blackmailed; either they agree with the conditions dictated 
by the bosses or they lose their jobs. Employers most often 
explain themselves by saying that they have to adapt to free 
market conditions and so effiency, which already is rather 
high, has to be increased. They'll also tell you that there are 
many people ready to take your job. Some companies which 
until recently were quite prosperous have been brought to 
the brink of bankruptcy. There are three reasons for this:
1. The owners are thinking about making a quick profit but 
this often doesn't work out.
2. The companies are taken over by big multinational cor
porations in order to take over consumer markets and 
brands. Then these companies arc deliberately forced into 
bankruptcy in order to eliminate competition and produc
tion is transfered abroad. One example is the Laziska 
Steelworks (the only manufacturer of ferro-alloys in Poland 
and the second largest in the world). The steelworks was 
part of a holding company together with a power plant. 
After the privatizationJ||Ftne holding company, the part 
which controled the efectric power plant was bought by the 
largest competitor steelworks - a Swedish company. Since 
then, the price of electricity has increased dramatically. 
(Huta Laziska ^counts for 1% of the total energy con- 
sumption in Poland.) The steelworks became unprofitable. 
Thanks to workers' protests, they forced the energy supplier 
to lower its prices.
3. All the time Poland has to adapt to European Uion eco
nomic standards. As a result, many industries which were 
prosperous are finding themselves on the briO|^i; bank- 
ruptcyiAt the beginning of 2002, a wave of protestsshookj 
Pola^f- the largest in 10 years. There wer^»cket% <femonf 
strations and sOfe. One of. famous stnkeps
occupation of^O cable factory in Ozarow The woi||ers arc 
protesting against the liquidation of the proposperous fac
tory which was bought by a competitor. In Poland you can 
heir about miners who are protesting against government 
plans to restructure the mining industry which would lead to 
the closure of several mines; this would lead to thousands of 
jo| losses. Another government proposal which the miners 
are protesting against is the introduction of a six-day work 
week plus ne
Motor Poland were also forced to take to the street; the cri- 
sif|h the firm led to its liquidation in Poland. In fhe nearest 
future we can also?|apect fisher
afrl|d of the job losse$<which will occur in.^t industry > 
upofi Poland‘s accesssioh Wthe European These are i
just some of the protests going on in put* country. Almost 
every day the media has information about strikes or pro- ,: 
tests afdund Poland. However, these protests rarely lead to 
victory
companies are protesting and nobody pays attention to 
them. The®? arc not strong enough to fight. In large firms 
workers ofttin can organize to defend themselves but the 
problem is that they are isolated in their protests; they can't 
count on solidarity from workers from other firms. After a 
protest is finished, nothing much else happens. There are no 
solidarity strikes antijgven workers inside one industry often 
don't show each othOsolidarity. The clothing industry pro
tests separately even thSqgh they have similiar problems like 
mines, shipyards and steel works. When the Gdynia 
Shipyards were on strike, the Szczecin Shipyards did nothing 
and you could even hear people happy that things were bad 
in the competitor firm. In effect, the 
deemed illegal by the owners and the leaders of the strike 
given the sack. We think that among other things,. the actions

rything would return back to normal. However, one day the 
workers were informed that they would have to take a two- 
week "holiday" because the Shipyard didn't have enough 
money to maintain production and the banks didn't want to 
give any new loans. It turned out that the money from the 
previous loan which was taken in order to build ships was 
used for other purposes including paying dividends to the 
owners of the Shipyard. After two weeks, when the workers 
returned, they were told that they were negotiating Wh the 
banks and they'd have to wait for money and apart of them 
were again sent on "vacation". During those next weeks, 
only 1000 of the more than 12,000 workforce was working. 
A month later even those weren't worldng They demanded 
their back pay and started to prepare an occupation Strike. 
However, after negotiating with the owners, they withdrew 
from the strike in exchange for payment of the overdue sala
ries? Money was paid within the week but production was 
frozen for another month. For these reasons, the workers 
started to worry about their jobs. They started to organize 
meetings and street demonstrations. Social discontent was 
rising and the political elites in Szczecin were afraid that the 
protest might spread to other factories. In May meetings 
were taking place a few times a week. Tfcyffrere organized 
by the workers themselves, without the unions. These 
assemblies were the most feared, because nobody had con
trol over the workers. However during one of the meetings, 
a Protest Committee was formed. It served as a safety valve. 
AtyOllbeginning, everything looked spontaneous, but as 
time went by, the meetings seemcd% become more and 
more closed for ordinary worker's voices- The spontaneity 

; seemed to be gone and the committee started to conduct 
negotiations with the owners and the government instead of 
conducting direct action. Meanwhile, the workers were told 
to wait patiently for the effects of the talks, but there were 

; none, and fives of young workers wft suppressed,
shipyard workers stopped participating 

in the meetings, as they didn't bring anythin|||fxcept new 
promised The shipyard workers took the prbfests to the 
streets of Szczecin, blocking completely the city traffic. This 

■ w f last long. The protest committee started cooperating 
lOh'the police and the march itinerary was an&Ounced to 

the police so that alternative traffic was organised!However 
during one of the marches the shipyard workers blocked the 
road to the center of the city. The committee was taken by 
surprise and there were fights with police. Th<6 workers 
managed to repel police attacks. The protest Committee 
accused the workers taking part in the standoff be "pro
vocateurs" - despite the fact that every participant was wea- 
ring a shipyard pass. Since then the commiteee kept asking 

||he wokrers to remain calm and refrain from provoking the 
police. The city inhabitants who decided to join the protest 
were thrown out from the meetings. The shi^ard workers 
were induced into a state of paranoid fear of ;-*provocators". 
This caused the isolation of the workers froqS the rest of the 
population. The anarchists from Szczecin, who participated 
in the protests so far and offered their help were taken off a 
shipyard meeting by the police. The m<bst radical workers 
had enough of being insulted and prevented from speaking 
and stopped coming to the meetings. The main reason of 
the weakening of the protests was the reluctance of the 

; committee to make any decisions. Currendy, part of the 
^workers were employed in the new shipyards (with worse 

conditions) and some found work in other firms. A protest 
which could have led to of strikes throughout Poland
was effectively repressed and redirected into debate and 
discussion instesuWof strikes and direct action. The 
Nationwide Pfeifest Commitee (OKP), which includes over 
a dozen workplaces from all over Poland, was formed on the 
initiagyb of the Shipyard protest committee. The OKP has 

^.iexisted for over 2 months but we don't want to evaluate its 
activity yet. We don't expect a lot from it because there was 
a certain form of manipulation in it from the very begin
ning. One of its ideological leaders became Marian Jurczyk, 
a pseudo-legendary figure from the strikes of 1980 who 
became the president of Szczecin and a Senator and cur
rendy is is the far-right Ixague of Polish Families. We feel 
that the OKP is more interested in politics than workers' 
rights (one of it's postulates are new elections ...and the fight 
to stop the liquidation of military units). Therefore, we feel 
that anarchists shouldn't take part in the activities of the 
OKP because it isn't a struggle for anarchist and syndicalist 
ideals.

solidarity. Capitalism has led workers in Poland to compete 
and fight with each other instead of working together in 
solidarity and cooperating. For example in the ex Szczecin 
Shipyards, the workers of different shifts (brigades) were 
competing who will execute a bigger part of the plan, which 
led to the increase of daily work norms and the lowering of 
salaries. According to the Polish political and economic elite, 
our country is still undergoing a transition period in which 
we are still adapting to the economy of capitalist countries. 
This means that social benefits have been cut, unemploy
ment has risen to 19%, health services are in a tragic state, 
bureaucracy has increased, etc.. All these factors lead to a 
growth in social dissatisfaction and the working class has 
already lost hope that this system can be Reformed and they 

no hope for fixing the situation. As anarcho-tyndalfea- 
lists, we try to be wherever there are social and political '^ 
struggles in we present out ideas of a stateless, classless 
society. We organize demonstrations, publish and distribute 
publications and take part in union protests, presenting 
direct action as the most effective form of struggle. 
Throughout the countty^||iere aJP^i;§rQMPs people con
nected with anarcho-^|yBcalism who ^cas
workers' self management whenever possible. 2: The 
Situation in the Szczecin Sh^yards last few months
you could hear a lot about the situation in the shipyard indu
stry and the effect that the fall of the Szczecin Shipyards has 
Brought the Pomorze region. MW thousands of people 
work in this industry, either in the shipyards or some indu
stry connected to it; The shipyard’s holding compa^^Og 
the largest employer in the region. Until recently, the 
Szczecin Shipyards was one of the world's feOng ship buil
ders and 20 yea|iO.:was
as an example of privatization in Poland> In 1999, 22 ships 
w’ere built and a similar amount was built in previous years. 
The workers did OK for Polish standards. The salaries and 
work conditions were comparatively good. Nobody ever 
thought the Shipyards could go bankrupt. A group of ent- 
tepeneurs managed to transfer the capital of the Shipyards 
to other firms through financial speculation and left the 
Shipyards in ruins. The new owners had formed *Ihe 
Industrial Group for this purpose. The new owners were

President of g 
the City of Szczecin was among them. It was designed from 
the beginning to take control over the Shipyards. Tife ideit 
was to lead the shipyard out of the crisis which was caused 
by changes in the Polish economic system after 1989. At the 
IHginning, the Shipyards functioned normally to a great 
extent but as it turned out, the takeover of the Shipyard 
would serve the new owners in their financial machinations. 
At first, the Shipyard was one big company but then it was 

into; a dozen smaller firms who inherited the| 
Shipyard’s fortune. The Shipyard itself then had no money 
and only employed those contracted by the smaller firms. 
The Shipyard wound up havin|||f> pay for services that it 
once provided itself Production costs rose due to all these 
macl|natio^|- this is what happens io privatization. This 
caused the Shipyard to be less profitable. Also bad contracts 
with clients and too short terms for ship manufacturing - 

meant that gigantic compensations had to be paid j|r 
delays. SevO||®ion of dollars wei^||j|^ Afi of these 
mistakes were covered up until November 2001 when there 
wasrfii enough mpney to pay the Shipyatdiiifikef^^^^ 
also Wasn^iiOlBi cash to finish curtt^^^^uctiOiTbe 
owners maintained that these were only temporary prohferhs 

would be resolved soon. Unofficially, everybody was 
hO^ObWmpany wasn't doing w|| but the media was

s pretended to have everything undet';cOi*: «%•<> •.« V xo w .......

...........*.*
•I-:-:-:*:-:-:-:-"'’- V

.•

. ,s_ 
trol - and the workers believed this. 1 he state institutions fai- 
.led to react-fa-January 2002, the workers said "eno _ '
they hadn't received their salarJCs for S month5. A spontsan 
eous meeting waS ar ran

.•<

z ■< •
for the workers. Most often workers from small w ...
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Solidarity call from IAS / Initiative for Anarcho-Syndicate
Dear friends, this is a solidarity call from Initiative 
for anarcho-syndicate, only organized anarchist, 
anarcho-syndicalist group from Serbia. Our group 
started publishing propaganda magazine, called 
"Direktna Akcija" ("Direct Action"), on first of May 
2002. Since than we maintained regular, monthly, 
publishing of our magazine although we had a lot of 
financial problems. We are printing our magazine in 
2000 copies, and costs of publishing are 310 Euros 
per issue, which is, when you have in mind that ave
rage pay in Serbia is less than 100 Euros, substanti
al amount of money for us. We are giving our maga
zine for free, because we think that it would be 
improper to sell it to the factory workers (which is 
where we are handing out most of DA’s) who have 
pay which is much lass than average pay here. Our

magazine is ONLY monthly anarchist magazine in 
whole Ex-Yugoslavia region and is, thus, read in all 
Ex-Yugoslavia republics: 500 copies of our magazi
ne are handed out to anarchists and activists in 
Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
Macedonia. Subjects that we covered (and that are 
covered seriously for the first time in last 90 years 
here) in our magazine till now are: anarcho-syndica
lism, general strike, sabotage, history of the first of 
May, economical globalization, abolition of aliena
ted work, self-management, total conscience objec
tion etc. It is important to say that we are getting 
GREAT response from people who are reading DA. 
First issue of our magazine was financially helped 
by some of anarchist and anarcho-syndicalist groups 
around the world - and we are very grateful to them

for that, but since than all of our finances are cove
red by donations of our membership. Now we are in 
the situation that some of our members have to sell 
some of their belongings to maintain magazine 
publishing every month. Because of that we would 
like to ask anarchists, anarcho-syndicalist and revo
lutionary-syndicalist groups and individuals around 
the world, who are able to do so, to help us financi
ally. For any details on ways to send us money ple
ase contact editorial collective of our magazine at: 
da@inicijativa.org We think that it is of outmost 
importance for whole anarchist movement in Ex
Yugoslavia to maintain publishing of DA, and we 
hope that some of you could help us with that! 
Best anarchist greetings!

Initiative for anarcho-syndicate (IAS)

The eviction of the "Krzyk" squat 
in Gliwice has been blocked by the city mayor 
so far, thanks to the protests ’ sent to city 
government officials. The squatters thank eve
ryone who sent faxes and emails of support. 
However the case is not over, we still include 
the example protest and the addresses.

As we already informed, the squat 
’’Krzyk” in Gliwice in Poland is now under a 
threat of being closed. On the 23 July the inhabi
tants of the squat had a meeting with the 
President of the City and now they know, that the 
builduing of the squat will be destroyed, and that 
nowbody wants to give them another place. The 
City Council permanently ignores the demands 
for the house, thet the squatters introduced seve
ral times to the city hall. The members of "krzyk" 
collective ask everybody for support, especially 
for writting mails/ fax to the city municipalities/ 
local representatives of polish authorities with 
demands for a new place for the squatters , who 
made a lot of social work for the local people. We

give you an example of a letter, but of course any 
other creative letters are welcomed!!

“ I would like to express my solidarity 
with the members of the collective "krzyk", who 
would like to continue its social and cultural acti
vities in Gliwice. I cannot understand, why the 
local authorities try to ban the democrative 
groups of people who help to local inhabitants by 
organising things for the youth and who prepare 
the meals for the poorest, to mention just few of 
their initiatives. I want to signalise, that the 
municipalities shoud support this kind of activi
ties instead of banning them. “
nazwisko:name: adres:address: organizacja:orga
nisation: Adresy Urzedu Miasta Gliwice: The fax 
number to the Municipalities in Gliwice: fax (0- 
32) 231-27-25 - centrala urzedu miejskiego 
pml@um.gliwice.pl - prezydnet Zygmunt 
Frankiewicz turejkom@um.gliwice.pl -1 zastep- 
ca prezydenta miasta Ryszard Trzebuniak 
zp2@um.gliwice.pl - II zastepca prezydenta mia- 
sta Janusz Moszy?ski wroblewskat@um.gliwi-

ce.pl - III zastepca prezydenta miasta Andrzej 
Jarczewski zp4@um.gliwice.pl - IV zastepca 
prezydenta miasta Andrzej Pa?czyszyn 
zm2@um.gliwice.pl - cz-onek zarzadu miasta 
Andrzej Tomal se@um.gliwice.pl - sekretarz 
miasta W?adys?aw Sobczyk sk@um.gliwice.pl - 
skarbnik miasta Andrzej Lorek boi@um.gliwi- 
ce.pl - biuro obslugi interesantow biuro_praso- 
we@um.gliwice.pl - biuro prasowe urzedu mia^ 
sta tokareke@um.gliwice.pl - biuro rady i zarza
du miasta au@um.gliwice.pl - wydzial architek- 
tury i urbanistyki so@um.gliwice.pl - wydzial 
spraw obywatelskich edu@um.gliwice.pl - wyd
zial edukaeji fm@um.gliwice.pl - wydzial finan- 
sowy pu@um.gliwice.pl - wydzial przedsiewziec 
gospodarczyc i uslug komunalnych rp@um.gli- 
wice.pl - wydzial radcow prawnych irl @um.gli- 
wice.pl - wydzial inwestycji i remontow 
na@um.gliwice.pl - wydzial nadzoru wlasciciels- 
kiego zdl@um.gliwice.pl - wydzial zdrowia i 
opieki spolecznej

Food Not Bombs group in Olsztyn / north-east Poland
We are really happy to see this report 
as until now there was not much 
heard about anarchist activities in
Olsztvn. More, Olsztvn was known in • •
Poland as a fascist fortress. It is very 
surprising to heard that in that city 
exists probably the biggest and the 
most active Food Not Bombs collecti
ve in Europe, ( heck out this report ...

Our Food Not Bombs group has 
started about two years ago. Olsztyn is a town 
in north-east Poland with about 180.000 inhabi- 
tians. This region is one with the biggest unem
ployment and poverty in the whole country so 
we did not have to look faraway for motivation 
to start our activity. Community in Olsztyn is 
drowning in totally apathy, many are abusing 
alcohol leaving from day to another without per
spective for any change. Everything what in 
Poland is changing for worse you can find in 
Olsztyn already in extremly form. The only one 
organization which seems to support poor peo
ple are catholics from Karitas, but even they 
don’t really care. In this situation we have deci
ded to provide help to the poorest and the same 
way show the local authorities that with mini
mum of costs is posible to feed big group of

people. We have started as a smallest group of 
friends playing in local punk bands (Third 
DeGree, Edelweiss Piraten) and involved untill 
now in orginizing anti-fascist resistance and 
campaign against army-service. The begining 
was very difficult but there was no alternative as 
just start with it in spite of everything. Already 
the first action have showed that demand is big-

FOOD 
NOT 

BOMBS
ger then we have expacted - food was gone but 
there was still a lot of hungry people around us. 
One year long we were serving food once at 
week but then two other collectives were foun
ded and at the moment we have a warm vegan 
food for people three times at week - Saturday 
and Sunday in two different locations. We are 
collecting many from organizing benefit punk 
gigs and other events connected to anarcho-

punk scene. We have put out a CD record, 
benefit compilation with various hc/punk bands 
from our region, what helped us to keep action 
going on while financial crises. During all this 
months we have established conections with 
various communities which provide us the vic
tuals like bread, soya or vegetables. The rest 
we have to buy. Usually we give away minimum 
70 portions. There are not only homeless peo
ple which profit by FNB but as well pensioners 
and general poor people. Many times are com- 
ming whole families.

We would like to inspire the others to 
start FNB in their cities as in our case it gave 
us a kick of positive energy, open a way to get 
closer with local community and develope our 
own structures. In the world in which everyone 
cares just about him/herself, in which the 
money determine about who you are and the 
states are investing mostly in militarisation and 
wars, "food not bombs” is one from the most 
needed form of direct action. We know it is 
nothing new what we said and what we do but 
we just wanted to tell you that we are existing, 
that we will not give up our way, that you are not 
alone in your straggle. Best greetings to all FNB 
groups around the world and to all which are 
traying to creat alive alternatives to this fucked 
up world. Feel free to contact us: edel- 
weiss@o2.p\ FNB-Olsztyn.
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PROJECTS AND COLLECTIVES FROM EASTERN EUROP1

Poland

Ollier groups and projects:

(W

- anarcha-leminisi group;

com acl(" mail.m

- anarchist squat in
ul.( '/eslochoxx ska 14/2;

Slovenia

xi<
13
14

W’ars/aw a. < )pcn: 
IK -20 . Saturdax

Serbia

I aikas/ Picc/ara. 
-406 Lod/ 88. lukas/-

I AS / hiitiulixc lor Amirclm-Sx udicutc - 
is(« inicijalix a.org (international secretarx ); 
w xx w.inicijatix a.org

IAS-ADA - anarchist librarx ol local 
group ol I AS; c/o Slobodan Gajin. 
Voj\odjanskih Bngada 15b/8. 24430 Ada.

RRR (Radical Resourse Room) 
polit/cultural protect in Kraljexo. 
kontraO' pit .y u

AC MOLOTOV - cultural-political soci
al centre (squat) in Liubhana; Kurilniska 3; 
1000 I .jubl |ana; m 0' </< ///o/o/or.o/g; 
H it ///o/o/oc.o/g

VIA L.l - A lit il asist icua Akcija 
I jubliana; anarchist AI;A group; 
ala.Ijlv vol/u.iici

l kraine

groups.
EA-P raga (Warsaw) - J.Gaw likowski; po 

box 227; 00-987 Wars/awa 4.
l ood Not Bombs I Gdansk - po box I IS;

80-470 Gdansk 45.
Eoud Not Bombs / Olsztvn -
cdelxveiss("o2.pl.
bond Not Politics I Glixxicc “S.L.KAV. 

Kr/yk”; po box 2; 44-101 Gliwicc.
jed/enie/amiaslpolitx ki(" poc/ta.oncl.pl
“I REEDOM” (Autre ol Animation

http://w\vw.poct5.narod.ru - wcbsiie ol 
anarchist culture, maintained Irom Ni/hni 
Nox eorodK.

http://wyvw.tao.ca/-dikohrazjdistro - A- 
distro. bieecst distributor ol Anarchist lite- 
rat tire in the former Sox ict I mon
htlp://www.almaty-lihcrta.hoom.ru - 

Libertarian communists in Ka/akhstan. a 
group w Inch has mdix idual members in Al) 
alloueh is not allihatcd itself.

A-Distro - distribution ol anarchist publica
tions; po box 13; 109028 Moscow;
d i k o b r a / i (<' I i s t s . I a o . c a ; 
hit p://xx w w.tao.ca/~dikobra//disiro

Anarchist group ol Ni/hni Novgorod P.
O. Box 25 603 104 Ni/hni Nox 20 rod Russia *
ad nnO' mail.ru

Animal and Earth l iberation in Russia 
- P() Box. 135. Soclu. Russia. 354065. c- 
mail; anhberaliono' ramblcr.ru

AN I l-l A Samara - anti I a (<' mail.ru 
Assocation of Anarchist VIoxemeiits 

ADA - lack ol contact adress.
( 011Iederation of Rex olutionarx 

A uarcho-Si ndicalists - lack ol contact 
adress.

RAINBOW KI<I<IH<RS - lack ol contact 
adress.

RASH - Red and A
“Victor Serge’s Librarx” - anarchist \ 

commumsi librarx; Balaklax skij Prospekl. 
<1.6 k.4.. room 365; subwax station
’Tcharlanox skax aA Moscow; open: lii 18-
20. Sa 12-17.

Autonomous Action / Lugansk

AIK/AC K - w w w .ack.mosi.org.pl
ACK Warszaxxa - po box 30; 02-741 

Wars/awa 121. biulclynC'ack.w.pl
AC K I ’oznan - po box 5; 60-966 Po/nan 3 I. 

sanchC' poc/la.wp.pl
ACK Bialystok - po box 43; 15-662 

Bialvslok 26.
ACK Slupsk - po box 65; 76-200 Slupsk 12. 

bila("' polbox.com
AC’K Trojmiasto - Bartek Pomierski. 

ul A\ icw iorc/a 72; 80-126 Gdansk.
pomier/(" Iriko2.onel.pl

ACK W roclaxx -S.A.K.A.ul. .laeiclonc/x ka 
101); 50-240 W roclaw. pbnC poproslu.pl
ACK Lublin - Piotr Hiller. ul. 

( w iklinskiciio 2/30; 20-067 Lublin.
cqkierV' p<>c/la.oncl.pl

A( K Lodz -
ul.Sw itc/ianki 23/7; 9|
piec/araC' bo\43.pl

Anarchist Librarx'
Po/nan.

Anarchist Librarx - ul .laeiclonc/xka 101); • K
Wroclaxx (burned out !!!).
“A-zine" - an anarchist publication in 

english contains articles ol polish anarchist 
groups. L.Akai. po box 227; 00-987 Wars/awa 
4. cube(" /ig/ag.pl
“BLACK I R()(J” - anarchist squat and 

centre; ul.Sw W inccntcgo 6; Wars/awa.
“BCNKIKR” CB 65A ’NAGAKAKAA - 

underground conccrl/parlx scacc; ul. 
Wschodnia 65; Torun.
“C-4" - altcrnalixc culture centre in Lod/ 

(ul.WeJoxxa 4).
“Czarnx Blok” (‘ Black Bloc") - anarchist 

publication in polish; po box 43; 15-662 
Bialvslok 26.
“De Centrum”

Bialystok, adress:
lcl.4-48 608082442

KMANCA Pl NX
po box 145; 02-792 Wars/awa 78.

I<\ (Anarchist federation) - some ol I A- 
seclions xou can contact b\ local AB( 7A( K

Allcrnatixe Culture / Anarchist ( en 
Collcctixc; ul .laijiclonc/xka 101); Wi V *
I recdom69(<' go2.pl
(irupa Anarchistx czna “Solidar 

(Anarchist (iroup “Solidarity”) po box I 
9/5 Po/nan 61.
“INLOSZOP” - inloshop / anarcl 

feminist librarx / inlo cafe: ul.Lolews 
saska kepa;
Thursday
Sunday
www.aller.most.org.pl/inloshop

(tel. +48 503676482).
Inicjatx xxa Pracoxx nicza l<\

Initiative of PA) - federation of groups 
to l;A locusing on support lorxvt 
I)ominik Saw icki. po box 53; 70-474 S/ 
34.

KOLEKTYW Al TONOVIIS 
(Collective ol Autonomists) - group < 
\ ist po box 13; 87-1 16 Torur
michoo77(" poc/ta.oncl.pl

K.l.R.W.A. An archist Rcxolut 
Coeducalive lemmisi (
www.alter.mosi.org.pl/kurxva ; plilcO'gi 
cube^' /ig/ag.pl
“KROMERA” - squal/cullurc < 

ul.Kromera 6a; Wroclaw.
LEIS - Local Economy Trade Syst 

Krakow. lestcyB" kr.cdu.pl
LEIS - Local Lkonomy Irailc Syst 

Po/nan. lelsC' poland.com
“LU I LK MARY” - anarchist sqi 

(’/cstochowa; ul.Wars/awska 249/25; 
“Mac Pariadka” - monthlx anarchist 

/inc in polish; pariadkaC' polbox.com 
“PIL()N” - underground bar/calfc ope 

Sa from 6pm; adress: ulica I 
I'iladcllijski - Torun (under the onlx o 
bridge in the city).

RAAE (Radical Anti-I;ascist Action 
box 43; 15-662 Bialystok
pkropotkmC' w p.pl
“Radical Cheer Leaders” - anarchist 

le cheer leaders team based in Wai' 
Contact through Lmancypunx.
“ROZBRAT” - squat I anarchist . 

ul.Pulaskiego 2 la; Po/nan.
S.E.K.W. “KRZA K” - squat /anarchi 

ire. po box 2; 44-101 (iliw ice 1 ul.Sicnkk 
25; tcl.+48 5O487837O).

SZWE.IK anli-mihlarx s<
ul.Pulaskicgo 21a; po box 5; 60-966 I 
31
“IKKNO (OLLIX’TIVE”. under*K. 

techno crew Irom Torun; sadiO' poc/laa
WIEDZMAt the Wi re’ll )-anarch; 

nisi group; wxvw.wied/ma.xv.pl
A A BANDA anarchist sanib.i 

Milanowck/Wars/awa. olga23(" go2.|

a.org
a.org
poc/ta.oncl.pl
http://w/vw.poct5.narod.ru
http://wyvw.tao.ca/-dikohrazjdistro
http://www.almaty-lihcrta.hoom.ru
mail.ru
ramblcr.ru
mail.ru
ack.mosi.org.pl
ack.w.pl
poc/la.wp.pl
polbox.com
Iriko2.onel.pl
poproslu.pl
c/la.oncl.pl
bo/43.pl
file:///ig/ag.pl
http://www.aller.most.org.pl/inloshop
poc/ta.oncl.pl
http://www.alter.mosi.org.pl/kurxva
file:///ig/ag.pl
kr.cdu.pl
poland.com
polbox.com
wxvw.wied/ma.xv.pl



